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Abstract

Abstract
This book is a compilation of Dr. Persin’s website notes
that were originally published on his website,
Lnk2Lrn.com. According to his many computer science
students over the years, these notes were especially
helpful in understanding important concepts in computer
programming with Java.
Topics include separate chapters on Algorithms, Java
Basics, Selection, Loop Control, Char and String Classes,
Arrays, FileIO, Classes, Methods, and Objects in Java,
Recursion, Sorting and Searching Arrays, and Graphics in
Java.
Sample programs are provided to demonstrate the
concepts in each chapter.
It is the intent of the author that this book will help
students to be prepared for class on a daily basis with all
the knowledge of the day before.
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Chapter 1: Computer Science and Programming.
Computer Science is still one of the most dynamic job markets in America. It
now rivals engineering, both in number of jobs and pay. The scope of
Computer Science goes beyond merely learning applications like word
processing, spread sheets and presentation software. It focuses on the
systems and programs behind the applications.
Computer science can be divided into roughly three areas:
•
•

•

Software Development – deals with computer programming or how
applications like games and editors are written.
Software Engineering – concerned with operating systems such as the
Windows™, Android™, iOS™, or Linux™ which are set up to control
computers.
Networking – involved with Web Development or Information Security
Analysis which determine how computers can best be linked together
and with the Internet.

As we start our study, we will be developing algorithms.
Euclid's Algorithm
One of the most fundamental problems facing any student of mathematics is
finding the greatest common divisor (GCD) of two numbers.
Euclid's Algorithm provides us with a way of finding the Greatest Common
Divisor or GCD.
For example, assume you wish to find the GCD of 2047 and 391.
(a) Divide the larger by the smaller and note the remainder:
2047/391 = (391 X 5) + 92
(b) Divide the remainder (92) into the previous divisor (391):
391/92 = (92 X 4) + 23
(c) Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the remainder is 1 or zero.
(d) Divide the remainder (23) into the previous divisor (92):
92/23 = (23 X 4) + 0
(e) When the remainder is zero the last divisor is the GCD!
23 X 89 =2047 and 23 X 17 = 391. GCD = 23.
(e) When the remainder is 1 the two numbers have NO common divisor
and are relatively prime.
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Here is another one: Assume you wish to find the GCD of 8191 and 1023.
8191/1023 = (1023 X 8) + 7 and 1023/7 = (7 X 146) + 1
The remainder is 1 therefore these two numbers have NO common divisor!
Another way to do this is to continue one more step until the remainder is
zero: 7/1 = (1 X 7) + 0 then check the last divisor for 1.
Either way the result is the same. 8191 and 1023 are relatively prime!
Base Changing Algorithms
For example, to calculate a base change from base n to base 10:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Label each digit with it's relative npower.
Start from the right-most digit.
The right-most digit is labeled with n0
Increase the power by 1 as you move to the left.
Multiply the digit by the npower.
Add these up.

e.g.:
•

•

•

•

1021 (base 3)
o = 1*30 + 2*31 + 0*32 + 1*33
o = 1*1 + 2*3 + 0*9 + 1*27
o = 1 + 6 + 0 + 27
o = 34 (base 10)
423 (base 6)
o = 3*60 + 2*61 + 4*62
o = 3*1 + 2*6 + 4*36
o = 3 + 12 + 144
o =159 (base 10)
523 (base 9)
o = 3*90 + 2*91 + 5*92
o = 3*1 + 2*9 + 5*81
o = 3 + 18 + 405
o = 426 (base 10)
10011 (base 2)
o = 1*20 + 1*21 + 0*22 + 0 * 23 + 1*24
o = 1*1 + 1*2 + 0 *4 + 0*8 + 1*16
o = 1 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 16
o = 19
6

To calculate a base change from base 10 to base n:
•
•

•

List the powers of n, starting from 1, up to but not including the least
power greater than the (base 10) number.
Beginning with the greatest power in your list, subtract the power from
the (base 10) number as many times as possible, incrementing that
power's digit place each time you subtract.
Move to the next power and repeat using the remainder from the
above step until you're exhausted the remaining powers.

See the examples below for better understanding.
e.g.:
convert 123 (base 10)
•

to base 5
o list 1 5 25 125
o stop because 125 >123
o now you have 1 5 25
o subtract 25 from 123 4 times
o subtract 5 from 23 4 times
o subtract 1 from 3 3 times
o number is 443 (base 5)

•

to base 3
o list 1 3 9 27 81 243
o stop because 243 > 123
o subtract 81 from 123 1 time
o subtract 27 from 42 1 time
o subtract 9 from 15 1 time
o subtract 3 from 6 2 times
o subtract 1 from 0 0 times
o number is 11120 (base 3)

•

to base 7
o list 1 7 49 343
o stop because 343 > 123
o subtract 49 from 123 2 times
o subtract 7 from 25 3 times
o subtract 1 from 4 4 times
o number is 234 (base 7)
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•

to base 2
o list 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
o stop because 128 > 123
o subtract 64 from 123 1 time
o subtract 32 from 59 1 time
o subtract 16 from 27 1 time
o subtract 8 from 11 1 time
o subtract 4 from 3 0 times
o subtract 2 from 3 1 time
o subtract 1 from 1 1 time
o number is 1111011 (base 2)

Hexadecimal System
This number system uses the base 16 system of expressing values,
which consists of the digits 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E and F. Base 16
numbers are usually written with a subscripted 16 behind them (7D16), a
lowercase "h" behind them (7Dh), or a "0x" placed in front of them (0x7D).
The hexadecimal system is often used in computer programming because it
is more convenient to express values in base 16 mode than it is to express
values in binary machine code.
Programming Languages
Machine language consists of very simple instructions that can be
executed directly by the CPU of a computer. Almost all programs, though,
are written in high-level programming languages (understood by humans)
such as Java, Pascal, or C++. A program written in a high-level language
cannot be run directly on any computer. First, it has to be translated into
machine language. This translation can be done by a program called a
compiler.
Compilers and Interpreters
A compiler takes a high-level-language program and translates it into
an executable machine-language program. Once the translation is done, the
machine-language program can be run any number of times, but of course it
can only be run on one type of computer (since each type of computer has
its own individual machine language). If the program is to run on another
type of computer it has to be re-translated, using a different compiler, into
the appropriate machine language.
There is an alternative to compiling a high-level language program.
Instead of using a compiler, which translates the program all at once, you
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can use an interpreter, which translates it instruction-by-instruction, as
necessary. An interpreter is a program that acts much like a CPU, with a
kind of fetch-and-execute cycle.
In order to execute a program, the interpreter runs in a loop in which
it repeatedly reads one instruction from the program, decides what is
necessary to carry out that instruction, and then performs the appropriate
machine-language commands to do so. One use of interpreters is to execute
high-level language programs. For example, the programming language Lisp
is usually executed by an interpreter rather than a compiler.
Compiled programs are inherently faster than interpreted programs.
However, interpreters have another purpose: they can let you use a
machine-language program meant for one type of computer on a completely
different type of computer.
The designers of Java chose to use a combination of compilation and
interpretation (good idea). Programs written in Java are compiled into
machine language, but it is a machine language for a computer that doesn't
really exist. This so-called "virtual" computer is known as the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM).
Java Bytecode
The machine language for the JVM is called Java bytecode. There is no
reason why Java bytecode could not be used as the machine language of a
real computer, rather than a virtual computer. In fact, Sun Microsystems -the originators of Java -- have developed CPU's that run Java bytecode as
their machine language. Java byte code written in hexadecimal, byte by
byte, looks like this: CA FE BA BE 00 03 00 2D 00 3E 08 00 3B 08 00 01 08
00 20 08. This looks a lot like machine language, but unlike machine
language Java byte code is exactly the same on every platform.
Why Java?
The main selling points of Java is that it can actually be used on any
computer (platform independent). All that the computer needs is an
interpreter for Java bytecode. Of course, a different Jave bytecode
interpreter is needed for each type of computer, but once a computer has a
Java bytecode interpreter, it can run any Java bytecode program. And the
same Java bytecode program can be run on any computer that has such an
interpreter. This is one of the essential features of Java: the same compiled
program can be run on many different types of computers.
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Why, you might wonder, use the intermediate Java bytecode at all?
Why not just distribute the original Java program and let each person
compile it into the machine language of whatever computer they want to run
it on? First of all, a compiler has to understand Java, a complex high-level
language. The compiler is itself a complex program. A Java bytecode
interpreter, on the other hand, is a fairly small, simple program. All these
pieces, the compiler, the interpreter, and the Java programming language
are collectively referred to as Java.
However, it is the combination of Java and Java bytecode that is
platform-independent, secure, and network-compatible while allowing you to
program in a modern high-level object-oriented language. Java was
designed to make it much easier to write bug free code. Because Java is
simple, it is easy to read and write. There aren't a lot of special cases or
tricks that will confuse beginners.
The second important addition Java makes to providing bug-free code
is automatic memory allocation and de-allocation. The runtime environment
provides automatic memory allocation and garbage collection so there's less
for the programmer to think about. The language is small so it's easy to
become fluent. The language is interpreted so the compile-run-link cycle is
much shorter.
Finally, many Java programs are meant to be downloaded over a
network. This leads to obvious security concerns: you don't want to
download and run a program that will damage your computer or your files.
The bytecode interpreter acts as a buffer between you and the program you
download.
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Chapter 2: Java Basics.
An integrated development environment (IDE) is a software application
that provides comprehensive facilities to computer programmers for
software development. An IDE normally consists of a source code editor,
build automation tools and a debugger. There are many to choose from
including Eclipse, JCreator, and NetBeans, to name a few.
The Java compiler and interpreter are part of the Java Software
Development Kit (SDK), which is also referred to as the Java Development
Kit (JDK). Installation is simple, but you first have to get the download from
www.oracle.com.
Java Program Classes and Methods
Every Java application contains a class that defines a method called main().
The name of this class is the name that you use as the argument to the Java
interpreter when you run the application. You can call the class what you
want. The method executed first in an application is always called main().
When you run your Java application the method main() will typically cause
methods belonging to other classes to be executed, but the simplest possible
Java application program consists of one class containing just the method
main(). Comments start with the // symbols and continue to the end of the
line.
As we shall see below, the main() method has a particular fixed form, and if
it is not of the required form, it will not be recognized by the Java interpreter
as the method where execution starts. The code for our program is below.
// Listing 2.1 – Demonstrates the basic structure of a Java program
public class OurFirstProgram {
public static void main(String[] args {
System.out.println( “Right. Ok good!”);
}
}
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The program starts with a comment and then consists of a definition for a
class we have called OurFirstProgram. The class definition only contains one
method, the method main().
The first line of the definition for the method main() is always of the form:
public static void main(String[] args
The code for the method appears between the pair of curly braces. Our
version of the method has only one executable statement:
System.out.println( “Right. Ok good!”);
The method main() is always specified as public and static and with the
return type void. We can summarize the effects of these on the method as:
public

Specifies that the method is accessible from outside the
OurFirstProgram class.

static

Specifies that the method is a class method that is to be
executable, even though no class objects have been created.
(Methods that are not static can only be executed for a
particular object of the class, as we will see later.)

void

Specifies that the method does not return a value.

Data and Variables
A variable is a named piece of memory that you use to store information in
your Java program – a piece of data of some description. Each named piece
of memory that you define in your program will only be able to store data of
one particular type.
If you define a variable to store integers, for example, you cannot use it to
store a value that is a decimal fraction, such as 0.75. Since the type of data
that each variable can store is fixed, whenever you use a variable in your
program the compiler is able to check that it is not being used in a manner
or a context that is inappropriate to its type.
If a method in your program is supposed to process integers, the compiler
will be able to detect when you inadvertently try to use the method with
some other kind of data, for example, a string or a numerical value that is
not integral.
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Explicit data values that appear in your program are called literals. Each
literal will also be of a particular type: 25, for instance, is an integer value of
type int.
Before you can use a variable you must specify its name and type in a
declaration statement. Before we look at how you write a declaration for a
variable, we should consider what flexibility you have in choosing a name.
Variable Names
The name that you choose for a variable, or indeed the name that you
choose for anything in Java, is called an identifier. An identifier can be any
length, but it must start with a letter, an underscore _ , or a dollar sign ($).
The rest of an identifier can include any characters except those used as
operators in Java (such as +, –, or *), but you will be generally better off if
you stick to letters, digits, and the underscore character.
Java is case sensitive, so the names Newton and newton are not the same.
You must not include blanks or tabs in the middle of a name, so Joe Smith is
out, but you could have JoeSmith or even Joe_Smith.
Subject to the restrictions we have mentioned, you can name a variable
almost anything you like, except for two additional restraints – you can't use
keywords in Java as a name for something, and a name can't be anything
that is a constant value.
Keywords
Keywords are words that are an essential part of the Java language. The
restriction on constant values is there because, although it is obvious why a
name can't be 1234 or 37.5, constants can also be alphabetic, such as true
and false for example.
Clearly, it makes sense to choose names for your variables that give a good
indication of the sort of data they hold. If you want to record the size of a
hat, for example, hatSize is not a bad choice for a variable name whereas
qqq would be a bad choice.
It is a common convention in Java to start variable names with a lower case
letter and, where you have a name that combines several words, to
capitalize the first letter of each word, as in hatSize or moneyWellSpent. You
are in no way obliged to follow this convention but since almost all the Java
world does, it helps to do so.
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Variables and Types
As we mentioned earlier, each variable that you declare can store values of a
type determined by the data type of that variable. You specify the type of a
particular variable by using a type name in the variable declaration.
For instance, here's a statement that declares a variable that can store
integers:
int numberOfDogs;
The data type in this case is int, the variable name is numberOfDogs, and
the semicolon marks the end of the statement. The variable, numberOfDogs,
can only store values of type int.
The only things in Java that are not objects are variables that correspond to
one of eight basic data types, defined within the language.
Primitive Types
These fundamental types, also called primitive types, allow you to define
variables for storing data that fall into one of three categories:
•
•
•

Numeric values, which can be either integer or floating point
Variables which store a single Unicode character
Logical variables that can assume the values true or false

All of the type names for the basic variable types are keywords in Java so
you must not use them for other purposes.
Integer Data Types
There are four types of variables that you can use to store integer data. All
of these are signed, that is, they can store both negative and positive
values.
The four integer types differ in the range of values they can store, so the
choice of type for a variable depends on the range of data values you are
likely to need.
The four integer types in Java are byte, short, int, and long.
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Below is a chart describing each one.
Type

Description (range of values)

byte

Variables of this type can have values from -128 to +127 and
occupy 1 byte (8 bits) in memory

short

Variables of this type can have values from -32768 to 32767 and
occupy 2 bytes (16 bits) in memory

int

Variables of this type can have values from -2147483648 to
2147483647 and occupy 4 bytes (32 bits) in memory

long

Variables of this type can have values from 9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775807 and occupy 8
bytes (64 bits) in memory

Let's take a look at declarations of variables of each of these types:
byte smallerValue;
short pageCount;
int wordCount;
long bigValue;
Each of these statements declares a variable of the type specified. The range
of values that can be stored by each integer type in Java, as shown in the
table above, is always the same, regardless of what kind of computer you
are using. This is also true of the other basic types that we will see later in
this chapter, and has the rather useful effect that your program will execute
in the same way on computers that may be quite different. This is not
necessarily the case with other languages.
Of course, although we have expressed the range of possible values for each
type as decimal values, integers are stored internally as binary numbers,
and it is the number of bits available to store each type that determines the
maximum and minimum values.
Integer Values
Any integer literal that you specify is of type int by default. Thus 1, -9999,
and 123456789 are all literals of type int. If you want to define an integer of
type long, and the value that you assign to the variable is bigger than an int,
you need to append an L to the value.
The values 1L, -9999L, and 123456789L are all of type long. You can also
use a lower case letter l, but don't – it is too easily confused with the digit 1.
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You are perhaps wondering how you specify literals of type byte or short.
Because of the way integer arithmetic works in Java, they just aren't
necessary in the main. We will see a couple of instances where an integer
literal may be interpreted by the compiler as type byte or short later in this
chapter, but these situations are the exception.
As you saw earlier, we can declare a variable of type long with the
statement:
long bigValue;
This statement is a declaration for the variable bigValue. This specifies that
the variable bigValue will store a value of type long. When this statement is
compiled, 8 bytes of memory will be allocated for the variable bigValue.
Java does not automatically initialize a variable such as this. If you want
your variables to have an initial value rather than a junk value left over from
when the memory was last used, you must specify your own value in the
declaration.
To declare and initialize the variable bigOne to 2999999999, you just write:
long bigValue = 2999999999L;
You can declare and define multiple variables in a single statement. For
example:
long bigValue = 2999999999L, largeValue = 9999999999L;
You can declare as many variables as you like in a single statement,
although it is usually better to stick to declaring one variable in each
statement as it helps to make your programs easier to read.

A possible exception occurs with variables that are closely related – an (x,y)
coordinate pair representing a point, for example, which you might
reasonably declare as:
int xCoord = 0, yCoord = 0;

// Point coordinates

On the same line as the declaration of these two variables, we have a
comment following the double slash, explaining what they are about. The
compiler ignores everything from the double slash until the end of the line.
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You can also spread a single declaration over several lines if you want. This
also can help to make your program more readable. For example:
int miles = 0,
furlongs = 0,
yards = 0,
feet = 0;

//One mile is 8 furlongs
//One furlong is 220 yards
//One yard is 3 feet

Naturally, you must be sure that an initializing value for a variable is within
the range of the type concerned, otherwise the compiler will complain. Your
compiler is intelligent enough to recognize that you can't get a quart into a
pint pot, or, alternatively, a long constant into a variable of type int, short,
or byte.
To complete the set we can declare and initialize a variable of type byte and
one of type short with the following two statements:
byte luckyNumber = 7;
short smallNumber = 1234;
Most of the time you will find that variables of type int will cover your needs
for dealing with integers, with long ones being necessary now and again
when you have some really big integer values to deal with.
Variables of type byte and short do save a little memory, but unless you
have a lot of values of these types to store, that is, values with a very
limited range, they won't save enough to be worth worrying about.
They also introduce complications when you use them in calculations, as we
shall see shortly, so generally you should not use them unless it is absolutely
necessary. Of course, when you are reading data from some external
source, a disk file for instance, you will need to make the type of variable for
each data value correspond to what you expect to read.
Numeric values that are not integral are stored as floating point numbers. A
floating point number has a fixed number of digits of accuracy but with a
very wide range of values. You get a wide range of values, even though the
number of digits is fixed, because the decimal point can "float".
For example the values 0.000005, 500.0, and 5000000000000.0 can be
written as 5x10-6, 5x102, and 5x1012 respectively – we have just one digit '5'
but we move the decimal point around.
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There are two basic floating point types in Java, float and double. These give
you a choice in the number of digits precision available to represent your
data values, and in the range of values that can be accommodated:
Type

Description

float

Variables of this type can have values from -3.4E38 (-3.4x1038) to
+3.4E38 (+3.4x1038) and occupy 4 bytes in memory. Values are
represented with approximately 7 digits accuracy.

double Variables of this type can have values from -1.7E308 (-1.7x10308)
to +1.7E308 (+1.7x10308) and occupy 8 bytes in memory. Values
are represented with approximately 17 digits accuracy. The
smallest non-zero value that you can have is roughly (4.9x10-324.
Floating Point Values
When you are specifying floating point literals they are of type double by
default, so 1.0 and 345.678 are both of type double. When you want to
specify a value of type float, you just append an f, or an F, to the value, so
1.0f and 345.678F are both constants of type float.
If you are new to programming it is important to note that you must not
include commas as separators when specifying numerical values in your
program code. Where you might normally write a value as 99,786.5, in your
code you must write it without the comma, as 99786.5.
When you need to write very large or very small floating point values, you
will usually want to write them with an exponent – that is, as a decimal
value multiplied by a power of 10. You can do this in Java by writing the
number as a decimal value followed by an E, or an e, preceding the power of
10 that you require.
For example, the distance from the Earth to the Sun is approximately
149,600,000 kilometers, more conveniently written as 1.496E8. Since the E
(or e) indicates that what follows is the exponent, this is equivalent to
1.496x108.
At the opposite end of the scale, the mass of an electron is around
0.0000000000000000000000000009 grams. This is much more convenient,
not to say more readable, when it is written as 9.0E-28 grams.
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Declaring Floating Point Variables
You declare floating point variables in a similar way to that we've already
used for integers. We can declare and initialize a variable of type double with
the statement:
double sunDistance = 1.496E8;
Declaring a variable of type float is much the same. For example:
float electronMass = 9E-28F;
You can of course declare more than one variable of a given type in a single
statement:
float hisWeight = 185.2F, herWeight = 108.5F;
Note that you must put the F or f for literals of type float. If you leave it out,
the literal will be of type double, and the compiler won't convert it
automatically to type float.
You store the result of a calculation in a variable by using an assignment
statement. An assignment statement consists of a variable name followed by
an assignment operator, followed by an arithmetic expression, followed by a
semicolon.
Here is a simple example of an assignment statement:
numFruit = numApples + numOranges;

// Calculate the total fruit

Incrementing a variable by a given amount is a common requirement in
programming. Look at the following assignment statement:
numApples = numApples + 1;
You can write multiple assignments in a single statement. Suppose you have
three variables a, b, and c, of type int, and you want to set all three to 777.
You can do this with the statement:
a = b = c = 777;
With simple assignments of a constant value to a variable of type short or
byte, the constant will be stored as the type of the variable on the left of the
=, rather than type int.
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For example:
short value = 0;
value = 10;
Integer Calculations
The basic operators you can use on integers are +, -, *, and /, which have
the usual meanings – add, subtract, multiply, and divide, respectively. Each
of these is a binary operator; that is, they combine two operands to produce
a result, 2 + 3 for example.
An operand is a value to which an operator is applied. The priority or
precedence that applies when an expression using these operators is
evaluated is the same as you learned in school, PMDAS.
Key in the example below.
// Listing 2.2 – Demonstrates evaluating an expression
public class HelloValue
{ public static void main (String[] args)
{ int value;
System.out.println("Hello World");
value = 20 – 3*3 – 9/3;
System.out.println("The value of 20 – 3*3 – 9/3 = "+value+".");
}
}
In the above program, multiplication and division are executed before any
addition or subtraction operations, so the expression:
20 – 3*3 – 9/3
will produce the value 8, since it is equivalent to 20 – 9 – 3.
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You can use parentheses in arithmetic calculations to change the sequence
of operations. Expressions within parentheses are always evaluated first,
starting with the innermost when they are nested. Therefore the expression:
(20 – 3)*(3 – 9)/3
is equivalent to 17*(-6)/3 which results in -34.
Of course, you use these operators with variables that store integer values
as well as integer literals. You could calculate a value for area of type int
from values stored in the variables length and width, also of type int, by
writing:
area = length * width;
The arithmetic operators we have described so far are binary operators, so
called because they require two operands. There are also unary versions of
the + and – operators that apply to a single operand to the right of the
operator.
Note that the unary operator – is not just a sign, as in a literal such as –345,
it is an operator that has an effect. When applied to a variable it results in a
value that has the opposite sign to that of the value stored in the variable.
For example, if the variable count has the value -10, the expression –count
has the value +10. Of course, applying the unary + operator to the value of
a variable results in the same value.
Integer Division and Remainders
When you divide one integer by another and the result is not exact, any
remainder is discarded, so the final result is always an integer. The division
3/2, for example, produces the result 1, and 11/3 produces the result 3. This
makes it easy to divide a given quantity equally amongst a given number of
recipients.
There are times where you may want the remainder. On these occasions you
can calculate the remainder using the modulus operator, %. The modulus
operator has the same precedence as multiplication and division, and is
therefore executed in a more complex expression before any add or subtract
operations.
For example, (20 % 3)*(3 % 9)/3 = 2*3/3 = 2
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The Increment and Decrement Operators
If you want to increment an integer variable by one, instead of using an
assignment you can use the increment operator, which is written as two
successive plus signs, ++. For example, if you have an integer variable
count declared as:
int count = 10;
you can then write the statement:
++count;

// adds 1 to count

which will increase the value of count to 11.
If you want to decrease the value of count by 1 you can use the decrement
operator, --:
--count;

// subtracts 1 from count

At first sight, apart from reducing the typing a little, this does not seem to
have much of an advantage over writing:
count = count – 1;

// subtracts 1 from count

One big advantage of the increment and decrement operators is that you
can use them in an expression. A further property of the increment and
decrement operators is that they work differently in an expression
depending on whether you put the operator in front of the variable, or
following it.
When you put the operator in front of a variable it's called the prefix form.
The converse case, with the operator following the variable, is called the
postfix form.
The effect of the postfix increment operator is to change the value of a
variable after the original value has been used in an expression. The postfix
decrement operator works similarly, and both operators can be applied to
any type of integer variable.
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Mixed Arithmetic Expressions
You can mix values of the basic types together in a single expression. The
way mixed expressions are treated is governed by some simple rules that
apply to each operator in such an expression.
The rules, in the sequence in which they are checked, are:
(a) If either operand is of type double, the other is converted to
double before the operation is carried out.
(b) If either operand is of type float, the other is converted to float
before the operation is carried out.
(c) If either operand is of type long, the other is converted to long
before the operation is carried out.
The first rule in the sequence that applies to a given operation is the one
that is carried out. If neither operand is double, float, or long, they must be
int, short, or byte, so they use 32-bit arithmetic as we saw earlier.
Explicit Casting
It may well be that the default treatment of mixed expressions listed above
is not what you want. For example, if you have a double variable result, and
you compute its value using two int variables three and two with the values
3 and 2 respectively, with the statement:
result = 1.5 + 3/2;
the value stored will be 2.5, since 3/2 will be executed as an integer
operation and will produce the result 1.
You may have wanted the term 3/2 to produce the value 1.5 so the overall
result would be 3.0. You could do this using an explicit cast:
result = 1.5 + (double) 3/2;
This causes the value stored in 3 to be converted to double before the divide
operation takes place. Then the first rule applies for the divide operation,
and the operand 2 is also converted to double before the divide is executed.
Hence the value of result will be 3.0.
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Casting in Assignments
When the type of the result of an expression on the right of an assignment
statement differs from the type of the variable on the left, an automatic cast
will be applied as long as there is no possibility of losing information.
If you think of the basic types that we have seen so far as being in the
sequence: byte -> short -> int -> long -> float -> double then an
automatic conversion will be made as long as it is upwards through the
sequence, that is, from left to right. If you want to go in the opposite
direction, from double to float or long, for example, then you must use an
explicit cast.
The op= Operators
The op= operators are used in statements of the form:
lbs op= rhs;
where op can be any of the operators +, -, *, /, %, plus some others you
haven't seen yet. The above is basically a shorthand representation of the
statement:
lbs = lbs op (rhs);
The right hand side is in parenthesis because it is worked out first. Then the
result is combined with the left hand side using the operation, op.
Let's look at a few examples of this to make sure it's clear. To increment an
int variable count by 5 you can write:
count += 5;
This has the same effect as the statement:
count = count + 5;
Of course, the expression to the right of the op= operator can be anything
that is legal in the context, so the statement:
result /= a % b/(a + b);
is equivalent to:

result = result/(a % b)/(a + b);
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Programming Examples for Chapter 2:
// Example #1: Area of a rectangle
public class AreaRec{
public static void main(String [] args)
{

double length, width, area;
length = 25.7;
width = 17.4;
area = length*width;
System.out.println("For a rectangle with length "+length+" and width

"+width+" the area is "+area);
}
}
//Example #2: Evaluating and Casting
public class EvalCast {
public static void main(String[] args) {
double x, y, z;
x = 10/4;
y = (double)10/4;
z = (double)(10/4);
System.out.println (x +" " + y+" "+ z);
int

sum = 10, count = 4;

double average;
average = sum / count;
System.out.println (average);
}
}
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Chapter 3: Mathematical Functions and Constants.
Sooner or later you are likely to need mathematical functions in your
programs, even if it's only obtaining an absolute value or calculating a
square root. Java provides a range of methods that support such functions
as part of the standard library stored in the package java.lang, and all these
are available in your program automatically.
The methods that support various additional mathematical functions are
implemented in the class Math as static methods, so to reference a particular
function you can just write Math and a period in front of the name of the
method you wish to use.
For example, to use sqrt(), which calculates the square root of what you
place between the parentheses, you would write the expression
Math.sqrt(aNumber) to produce the square root of the floating point value in
the variable aNumber.
The class Math includes a range of methods for standard trigonometric
functions. These are:
Method

Function

Argument
Type

Result Type

sin(arg)

sine of the arg

double, radians

double

cos(arg)

cosine of the arg

double, radians

double

tan(arg)

tangent of the arg double, radians

double

asin(arg)

sin-1

(arc sine) of
the arg

double

double in radians
with values from
– π /2 to π/2.

acos(arg)

cos-1 (arc cosine)
of the arg

double

double in
radians, with
values from 0.0
to π.

atan(arg)

tan-1 (arc tangent) double
of the arg

double in radians
with values from
– π/2 to π/2.

atan2
(arg1,arg2)

tan-1 (arc tangent) Both double
of arg1/arg2

double in radians
with values from
– π to π.
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As with all methods, the arguments that you put between the parentheses
following the method name can be any expression that produces a value of
the required type.
You also have a range of useful numerical functions that are implemented in
the class Math. These are:
Method

Function

Argument
type

abs(arg)

Calculates the
int, long,
absolute value of the float, or
argument
double

The same type
as the
argument

max (arg1,arg2)

Returns the larger of int, long,
the two arguments, float, or
both of the same
double
type

The same type
as the
argument

min (arg1,arg2)

Returns the smaller
of the two
arguments, both of
the same type

The same type
as the
argument

ceil(arg)

Returns the smallest double
integer that is
greater than or equal
to the argument

double

floor(arg)

Returns the largest
integer that is less
than or equal to the
argument

double

double

round(arg)

Calculates the
nearest integer to
the argument value

float or
double

Of type int for
a float
argument, of
type long for a
double
argument

rint(arg)

Calculates the
nearest integer to
the argument value

double

double

int, long,
float, or
double

Result type

Where more than one type of argument is noted in the table, there are
actually several methods, one for each type of argument, but all have the
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same name. We will see how this is possible in Java when we look at
implementing class methods later.

The mathematical functions available in the class Math are:
Method

Function

Argument
Type

Result Type

sqrt(arg)

Calculates the square
root of the argument

double

double

pow (arg1,arg2)

Calculates the first
argument raised to the
power of the second
argument arg1arg2

Both double

double

exp(arg)

Calculates e raised to
the power of the
argument earg

double

double

log(arg)

Calculates the natural
logarithm (base e) of
the argument

double

double

random()

Returns a pseudoNone
random number greater
than or equal to 0.0 and
less than 1.0

double

The toRadians()method in the class Math will convert a double argument
that is an angular measurement in degrees to radians.
There is a complementary method, toDegrees(), to convert in the
opposite direction. The Math class also defines double values for e and π,
which you can access as Math.E and Math.PI respectively.

The following program will calculate the radius of a circle in feet and
inches, given that it has an area of 100 square feet:
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// Listing 3.1 – Calculates radius of circle with given area
public class MathCalc {
public static void main(String[] args) {
double radius = 0.0;
double circleArea = 100.0;
int feet = 0;
int inches = 0;
radius = Math.sqrt(circleArea/Math.PI);
feet = (int)Math.floor(radius); // Get the whole number of feet
inches = (int)Math.round(12.0*(radius – feet));
System.out.println("The radius of a circle with area " + circleArea +
" square feet is\n " +
feet + " feet " + inches + " inches");
}
}

When you compile and run it, you should get:
The radius of a circle with area 100.0 square feet is
5 feet 8 inches
How It Works: The first calculation, after defining the variables we need,
uses the sqrt() method to calculate the radius. Since the area of a circle with
radius r is given by the formula A = πr2, the radius must be √(area/π), and
we specify the argument to the sqrt() method as the expression
circleArea/Math.PI, where Math.PI references the value of π.
The result is in feet as a double value. To get the number of whole feet we
use the floor() method. Note that the cast to int is essential in this
statement otherwise you will get an error message from the compiler. The
value returned from the floor() method is type double, and the compiler will
not cast this to int for you automatically because the process potentially
loses information.
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Finally, we get the number of inches by subtracting the value for whole feet
from the original radius, multiplying the fraction of a foot by 12 to get the
equivalent inches, and then rounding the result to the nearest integer using
the round() method.
Note how we output the result. We specify the combination (or
concatenation) of strings and variables as an argument to the println()
method. The statement is spread over two lines for convenience here.
The \n in the output specifies a newline character, so the output will be on
two lines. Any time you want the next bit of output to begin a new line, just
add \n to the output string. You can't enter a newline character just by
typing it because when you do that the cursor just moves to the next line.
That's why it's specified as \n.
// Listing 3.2 - Program that finds the Volume and Surface Area
// of a Sphere with a given radius.
import java.io.*;
public class SphereVolumeandSurfaceArea{
public static void main (String[] args) throws IOException{
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader
(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
double pi, rad, vol, sa;
pi = Math.PI;
System.out.print ("Please enter the radius of the Sphere: ");
rad = Double.parseDouble (stdin.readLine ());
vol = ((4.0 / 3.0) * pi * (rad * rad * rad));
sa = (4 * pi * (rad * rad));
System.out.println ("The volume of the sphere is: " + vol);
System.out.println ("The surface area of the sphere is: " + sa);
}}
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// Listing 3.3 – Demonstrates a buffered input reader
import java.io.*;
public class Addition {
public static void main (String[] args) throws IOException {
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader
(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
int num1, num2, sum;
System.out.print ("Enter a number: ");
num1 = Integer.parseInt (stdin.readLine ());
System.out.print ("Enter another number: ");
num2 = Integer.parseInt (stdin.readLine ());
sum = num1 + num2;
System.out.println ("\nThe sum is " + sum);
}}
// Listing 3.4 – Demonstrates an Option Pane with one input
import javax.swing.*;
public class JavaSwing {
public static void main(String[] args) {
String name;
name = JOptionPane.showInputDialog(null, "What's your name, Earthling");
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Take me to your leader, " + name);
System.exit(0);
}}
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// Listing 3.5 – Demonstrates an Option Pane with more
// than one input. We won't go into this extra code here.
// You will understand exactly how it works later in the book.
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
public class AddTwoNumbers {
public static void main (String[] args) {
String numStr, numStr2, result;
int num, num2, again;
do {
numStr = JOptionPane.showInputDialog ("Enter a Number: ");
num = Integer.parseInt(numStr);
numStr2 = JOptionPane.showInputDialog ("Enter Another Number: ");
num2 = Integer.parseInt(numStr2);
result = "The sum of " + num + " and " + num2 + " is " + (num+num2);
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog (null, result);
again = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog (null, "Do Another?");
}
while (again == JOptionPane.YES_OPTION);
}
}
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Chapter 4: Selection Control and Conditionals.
Before we begin selection control, it would be a good idea to discuss how
Java provides us with six relational operators for comparing data values.
Either of the data values you are comparing can be variables, constants or
expressions drawn from Java's primitive data types – byte, short, int, long,
char, float or double.
Relational
Operators
>

Description
Produces the value true if the left operand is greater than
the right operand, and false otherwise.

>=

Produces the value true if the left operand is greater than or
equal to the right operand, and false otherwise.

==

Produces the value true if the left operand is equal to the
right operand, and false otherwise.

!=

Produces the value true if the left operand is not equal to
the right operand, and false otherwise.

<=

Produces the value true if the left operand is less than or
equal to the right operand, and false otherwise.

<

Produces the value true if the left operand is less than the
right operand, and false otherwise.

As you see, each operator produces either the value true, or the value false,
and so is eminently suited to the business of making decisions. If you wish
to store the result of a comparison, you use a boolean variable. We saw how
to declare these in the last set of notes.
For example you can define a boolean variable state and you can set its
value in an assignment as follows:
boolean state = false;
state = x - y < a + b;
The value of the variable state will be set to true in the assignment if x-y is
less than a+b, and to false otherwise.
To understand how the expression above is evaluated, take a look back at
the precedence table for operators that we saw in the last set of notes. You
will see that the comparison operators are all of lower precedence than the
arithmetic operators, so arithmetic operations will always be completed
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before any comparisons are made, unless of course there are parentheses
saying otherwise. The expression,
x - y == a + b
will produce the result true if x-y is equal to a+b, since these arithmetic subexpressions will be evaluated first, and the values that result will be the
operands for the == operator. Of course, it is helpful to put the parentheses
in, even though they are not strictly necessary. It leaves no doubt as to
what is happening if you write:
(x – y) == (a + b)
Note that if the left and right operands of a relational operator are of
differing types, values will be promoted in the same way as we saw in the
last set of notes for mixed arithmetic expressions. So if aDouble is of type
double, and number is of type int, in the following expression:
aDouble < number + 1
the value produced by number + 1 will be calculated as type int, and this
value will be promoted to type double before comparing it with the value of
aDouble.
The if Statement
The if statement, in its simplest, is of the form:
if(expression)
statement;
where expression can be any expression that produces a value true or false.
If the value of expression is true, the statement that follows the if is
executed, otherwise it isn't. A practical example of this is as follows:
if(number%2 != 0)
++number;

// Test if number is odd
// If so make it even

The if tests whether the value of number is odd by comparing the
remainder, after dividing by 2, with 0. If the remainder isn't equal to 0, the
value of number is odd, so we add 1 to make it even. If the value of number
is even, the statement incrementing number will not be executed.
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Note how the statement is indented. This is to show that it is subject to the
if condition. You should always indent statements in your Java programs as
cues to the program structure. We will gather more guidelines on the use of
statement indenting as we work with more complicated examples.
You may sometimes see a simple if written on a single line. The previous
example could have been written:
if(number%2 != 0) ++number; // If number is odd, make it even
This is perfectly legal. The compiler ignores excess spaces and newline
characters – the semi-colon acts as the delimiter for a statement. Writing an
if in this way saves a little space, and occasionally it can be an aid to clarity,
when you have a succession of such comparisons for instance, but generally
it is better to write the action statement on a separate line to the condition
being tested.
Statement Blocks
In general, wherever you can have one executable statement in Java, you
can replace it with a block of statements enclosed between braces instead.
So a statement block between braces can also be nested in another
statement block to any depth. This means that we can use a statement block
within the basic if statement that we just saw. The if statement can equally
well be of the form:
if(expression) {
statement 1;
statement 2;
...
statement n;
}
Now if the value of expression is true, all the statements enclosed in the
following block will be executed. Of course, without the braces to enclose the
block, the code no longer has a statement block:
if(expression)
statement 1;
statement 2;
...
statement n;
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Here, only the first statement, statement 1, will be omitted when the if
expression is false; the remaining statements will always be executed
regardless of the value of expression. You can see from this that indenting is
just a visual cue to the logic. It has no effect on how the program code
executes. This looks as though the sequence of statements belongs to the if,
but only the first one does because there are no braces. The indenting is
incorrect here.
We will adopt the convention of having the opening brace on the same line
as the statement. The closing brace will then be aligned with the statement.
We will indent all the statements within the block from the braces so that
they are easily identified as belonging to the block. There are other
conventions that you can use if you prefer, the most important consideration
being that you are consistent.
As a practical example of an if statement that includes a statement block, we
could write:
if(number%2 != 0) {
++number;

// Test if number is odd
// If so make it even and output a message

System.out.println("Number was forced to be even and is now " + number);
}
Now both statements between the braces are executed if the if expression is
true, and neither of them is executed if the if expression is false. It is a good
practice to always have opening and closing braces even when there is only
a single action statement, this helps clarify the code and will stop confusion
of its logic.
Statement blocks are more than just a convenient way of grouping
statements together – they affect the life and accessibility of variables. We
will learn more about statement blocks when we discuss variable scope later
in this chapter. In the meantime let's look a little deeper into what we can
do with the if statement.
The else Clause
We can extend the basic if statement by adding an else clause. This provides
a second choice of statement, or statement block, that is executed when the
expression in the if statement is false. This provides an explicit choice
between two courses of action – one for when the if expression is true and
another for when it is false.
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We can apply this in a program and try out the random() method from the
Math class at the same time. When you have entered the program text, save
it in a file called NumberCheck.java. Compile it and then run it a few times
to see what results you get.
public class NumberCheck {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int number = 0;
number = 1+(int)(100*Math.random()); // Random int between 1 & 100
if(number%2 == 0) {
// Test if it is even
System.out.println("You have got an even number, " + number);
} else {
System.out.println("You have got an odd number, " + number);
}
}

}

How It Works
We saw the method random() in the standard class Math in the previous set
of notes. It returns a random value of type double between 0.0 and 1.0, but
the result is always less than 1.0, so the largest number you will get is
0.9999... (with the number of recurring digits being limited to the maximum
number that the type double will allow, of course).
Consequently, when we multiply the value returned by 100.0 and convert
this value to type int with the explicit cast, we discard any fractional part of
the number and produce a random integer between 0 and 99. Adding 1 to
this will result in a random integer between 1 and 100, which we store in the
variable number. We then generate the program output in the if statement.
If the value of number is even, the first println() call is executed, otherwise
the second println() call in the else clause is executed. Note the use of
indentation here. It is evident that main() is within the class definition, and
the code for main() is clearly distinguished. You can also see immediately
which statement is executed when the if expression is true, and which
applies when it is false.
Nested if Statements
The statement that is executed when an if expression is true can be another
if, as can the statement in an else clause. This will enable you to express
such convoluted logic as "if my bank balance is healthy then I will buy the
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car if I have my check book with me, else I will buy the car if I can get a
loan from the bank". An if statement that is nested inside another can also
itself contain a nested if. You can continue nesting ifs one inside the other
like this for as long as you still know what you are doing – or even beyond if
you enjoy confusion.
To illustrate the nested if statement, we can modify the if from the previous
example:
if(number%2 == 0) {
// Test if it is even
if(number < 50) {
// Output a message if number is < 50
System.out.println("You have got an even number < 50, " + number);
}
} else {
System.out.println("You have got an odd number, " + number); // It is odd
}
Now the message for an even value is only displayed if the value of number
is also less than 50. The braces around the nested if are necessary here
because of the else clause. The braces constrain the nested if in the sense
that if it had an else clause, it would have to appear between the braces
enclosing the nested if. If the braces were not there, the program would still
compile and run but the logic would be different. Let's see how.
If we remove the braces from the code above, we have:
if(number%2 == 0)
// Test if it is even
if(number < 50 )
// Output a message if number is < 50
System.out.println("You have got an even number < 50, " + number);
else
System.out.println("You have got an odd number, " + number); // It is odd
This has substantially changed the logic from what we had before. The else
clause now belongs to the nested if that tests whether number is less than
50, so the second println()call is only executed for even numbers that are
greater than or equal to 50. This is clearly not what we wanted since it
makes nonsense of the output in this case, but it does illustrate the rule for
connecting elses to ifs, which is:
An else always belongs to the nearest preceding if that is not in a
separate block, and is not already spoken for by another else.
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You need to take care that the indenting of statements with nested ifs is
correct. It is easy to convince yourself that the logic is as indicated by the
indentation, even when this is completely wrong.
Logical Operators
The tests we have put in the if expressions have been relatively simple so
far, except perhaps for the last one. The real world is typically more
complicated. You will often want to combine a number of conditions so that
you execute a particular course, for example, if they are all true
simultaneously.
You can ride the roller coaster if you are over 12 years old, over four feet
tall, and less than six feet six. Failure on any count and it's no go.
Sometimes, though, you may need to test for any one of a number of
conditions being true, for example, you get a lower price entry ticket if you
are under 16, or over 65.
You can deal with both of these cases, and more, using logical operators to
combine several expressions that have a value true or false. Because they
operate on boolean values they are also referred to as boolean operators.
There are five logical operators that operate on boolean values:
Symbol

Long name

&

logical AND

&&

conditional AND

|

logical OR

||

conditional OR

!

logical negation (NOT)

These are very simple, the only point of potential confusion being the fact
that we have the choice of two operators for each of AND and OR. The extra
operators are the bitwise & and | that you can also apply to boolean values
where they have an effect that is subtly different from && and ||. We'll first
consider what each of these are used for in general terms, then we'll look at
how we can use them in an example.

Boolean AND Operations
You can use either AND operator, && or &, where you have two logical
expressions that must both be true for the result to be true – that is, you
want to be rich and healthy. Either operator will produce the same result
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from the logical expression. We will come back to how they are different in a
moment. First, let's explore how they are used. All of the following
discussion applies equally well to & as well as &&.
Let's see how logical operators can simplify the last example. You could use
the && operator if you were testing a variable of type char to determine
whether it contained an uppercase letter or not. The value being tested must
be both greater than or equal to 'A' AND less than or equal to 'Z'. Both
conditions must be true for the value to be a capital letter.
Taking the example from our previous program, with a value stored in a char
variable symbol, we could implement the test for an uppercase letter in a
single if by using the && operator:
if(symbol >= 'A' && symbol <= 'Z')
System.out.println("You have the capital letter " + symbol);
We already know that the relational operators will be executed before the &&
operator, so no parentheses are necessary. Here, the output statement will
be executed only if both of the conditions combined by the operator && are
true. However, as we have said before, it is a good idea to add parentheses
if they make the code easier to read. It also helps to avoid mistakes.
In fact, the result of an && operation is very simple. It is true only if both
operands are true, otherwise the result is false.
For example, consider a set of ifs used to check for letters of the alphabet:
if(symbol >= 'A' && symbol <= 'Z') {
// Is it a capital letter
System.out.println("You have the capital letter " + symbol);
} else {
if(symbol >= 'a' && symbol <= 'z') { // or is it a small letter?
System.out.println("You have the small letter " + symbol);
} else {
// It is not less than z
System.out.println("The code is not a letter");
}
}
Using the && operator has condensed the code down quite a bit. We now can
do the job with two ifs, and it's certainly easier to follow what's happening.
You might want to note that when the statement in an else clause is another
if, the if is sometimes written on the same line as the else, as in:
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if(symbol >= 'A' && symbol <= 'Z') {
// Is it a capital letter
System.out.println("You have the capital letter " + symbol);
} else if(symbol >= 'a' && symbol <= 'z') { // or is it a small letter?
System.out.println("You have the small letter " + symbol);
} else {
// It is not less than z
System.out.println("The code is not a letter");
}
I think the original is clearer, so I prefer not to do this.

&& versus &
So what distinguishes && from & ? The difference between them is that the
conditional && will not bother to evaluate the right-hand operand if the lefthand operand is false, since the result is already determined in this case to
be false. This can make the code a bit faster when the left-hand operand is
false.
For example, consider the following statements:
int number = 50;
if(number<40 && (3*number - 27)>100) {
System.out.println("number = " + number);
}
Here the expression (3*number - 27)>100 will never be executed since the
expression number<40 is always false. On the other hand, if you write the
statements as below, the effect is different.
int number = 50;
if(number<40 & (3*number - 27)>100) {
System.out.println("number = " + number);
}
The whole logical expression is always evaluated, so even though the lefthand operand of the & operator is false and the result is concluded once that
is known, the right hand operand ((3*number - 27)>100) will still be
evaluated. So, we can just use && all the time to make our programs a bit
faster and forget about &, right?
Wrong – it all depends on what you are doing. Most of the time you can use
&&, but there are occasions when you will want to be sure that the right41

hand operand is evaluated – and equally, there are instances where you
want to be certain the right-hand operand won't be evaluated if the left
operand is false.
The first situation can arise for instance when the right hand expression
involves modifying a variable – and you want the variable to be modified in
any event. An example of a statement like this is:
if(++value%2 == 0 & ++count < limit) {
// Do something
}
Here, the variable count will be incremented in any event. If you use &&
instead of &, count will only be incremented if the left operand of the AND
operator is true. You get a different result depending on which operator is
used. We can illustrate the second situation with the following statement:
if(count > 0 && total/count > 5) {
// Do something...
}
In this case the right operand for the && operation will only be executed if
the left operand is True – that is, when count is positive. Clearly, if we were
to use & here, and count happened to be zero, we will be attempting to
divide the value of total by 0, which in the absence of code to prevent it, will
terminate the program.
Boolean OR Operations
The OR operators, | and ||, apply when you want a true result if either or
both of the operands are true. The conditional OR, ||, has a similar effect to
the conditional AND, in that it omits the evaluation of the right-hand
operand when the left-hand operand is true. Obviously if the left operand is
true, the result will be True regardless of whether the right operand is true
or false.
Example: A reduced entry ticket price is issued to under 16 year olds and to
those aged 65 or over; this could be tested using the following if:
if(age < 16 || age>= 65) {
ticketPrice *= 0.9;
// Reduce ticket price by 10%
}
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The effect here is to reduce ticketPrice by ten percent if either condition is
true. Clearly in this case both conditions cannot be true.
With an | or an || operation, you only get a false result if both operands are
false. If either or both operands are true, the result is true.

Boolean NOT Operations
The third type of logical operator, !, takes one boolean operand and inverts
its value. So if the value of a boolean variable, state, is true, then the
expression !state has the value false, and if it is false then !state becomes
true. To see how the operator is used with an expression, we could rewrite
the code fragment we used to provide discounted ticket price as:
if(!(age >= 16 && age < 65)) {
ticketPrice *= 0.9;
// Reduce ticket price by 10%
}
The expression (age >= 16 && age < 65) is true if age is from 16 to 64.
People of this age do not qualify for the discount, so the discount should only
be applied when this expression is false. Applying the ! operator to the result
of the expression does what we want.
We could also apply the ! operator in an expression that was a favorite of
Charles Dickens:
!(Income>Expenditure)
If this expression is true, the result is misery, at least as soon as the bank
starts bouncing your checks.
Of course, you can use any of the logical operators in combination if
necessary. If the theme park decides to give a discount on the price of entry
to anyone who is under 12 years old and under 48 inches tall, or someone
who is over 65 and over 72 inches tall, you could apply the discount with the
test:
if((age < 12 && height < 48) || (age > 65 && height > 72)) {
ticketPrice *= 0.8;
// 20% discount on the ticket price
}
The parentheses are not strictly necessary here, as && has a higher
precedence than ||, but adding the parentheses makes it clearer how the
comparisons combine and makes it a little more readable.
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Don't confuse the bitwise operators &, |, and !, with the logical operators
that look the same. Which type of operator you are using in any particular
instance is determined by the type of operand with which you use it. The
bitwise operators apply to integer types and produce an integer result.
The logical operators apply to operands that have boolean values and
produce a result of type boolean – true or false. You can use both bitwise
and logical operators in an expression if it is convenient to do so.
Programming Example for Chapter 4:
import javax.swing.*;
public class Guessnum
{

public static void main(String[]args)
{

int num,guess;
num=(int)(Math.random()*101.0);
guess=Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter

your guess."));
while(guess!=num)
{

if(guess>num)
{

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"To high guess again.");
}

else

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"To low guess again.");
guess=Integer.parseInt(JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter your
guess."));
}
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Congratulations you have
guessed right.");
}
}
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Chapter 5: Processing Character Data: The ASCII Code.
ASCII is an acronym for the American Standard Code for Information
Interchange. It is a standard seven-bit code that was first proposed by the
American National Standards Institute or ANSI in 1963, and finalized in 1968
as ANSI Standard X3.4.
The purpose of ASCII was to allow compatibility between different types of
data processing equipment including computers and teletype machines.
Most sources credit Robert W. Bemer as being the developer of ASCII. In
May 1961, Bemer submitted a proposal for a common computer code to the
ANSI and two years later ANSI agreed upon a common code similar to Bob
Bemer's original proposal. In 1962, IBM wrote and promoted, a coding
standard known as Extended Binary-Coded-Decimal Interchange Code, or
EBCDIC, an eight-bit code that was a direct competitor to ASCII. However,
ASCII won the standards race.
Bob Bemer put the backslash into the ASCII text set, and In 1981, IBM first
used the standard for personal computers, before that the Univac 1050 was
the computer to do so. Prior to 1981, IBM used their own EBCDIC standard.
To obtain the ASCII value of a character, simply assign the char variable to
an int variable. For example:
char aChar='B';
int charVal = aChar;
To obtain the ASCII value of a character, simply assign the char variable to
an int variable. For example:
aChar='B';
int charVal = aChar;
Then System.out.println(""+charVal); will print the ASCII value of 'B' which
is 66.
On the other hand, to obtain the character representing an ASCII value,
you'll need a simple cast like:
int charVal = 66;
char aChar = (char)charVal;
Then System.out.println(""+aChar); will print B, which is ASCII 66.
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Variables of the type char store a single character. They each occupy 16
bits, two bytes, in memory because all characters in Java are stored as
Unicode. To declare and initialize a character variable myCharacter you
would use the statement:
char myCharacter = ‘A’;
This initializes the variable with the Unicode character representation of the
letter 'A'. You must put single quotes around a character in a statement, ‘A'.
This is necessary to enable the compiler to distinguish between the character
'A' and a variable with the name A. Note that you can't use double quotes
here as they are used to delimit a character string. A character string such
as "A" is quite different from the literal of type char, 'A'.
Create the class LetterCheck, and code its main() method as follows:
public class LetterCheck {
public static void main(String[] args) {
char symbol = 'A';
symbol = (char)(128.0*Math.random()); // Random character
if(symbol >= 'A') {
// Is it A or greater?
if(symbol <= 'Z') {
// yes, and is it Z or less?
// Then it is a capital letter
System.out.println("You have the capital letter " + symbol);
} else {
// It is not Z or less
if(symbol >= 'a') {
// So is it a or greater?
if(symbol <= 'z') {
// Yes, so is it z or less?
// Then it is a small letter
System.out.println("You have the small letter " + symbol);
} else {
// It is not less than z
System.out.println(
"The code is greater than a but it's not a letter");
}
} else {
System.out.println(
"The code is less than a and it's not a letter");
} }
} else {
System.out.println("The code is less than A so it's not a letter");
}
}
}
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How It Works
This program figures out whether the character stored in the variable symbol
is an uppercase letter, a lowercase letter, or some other character. The
program first generates a random character with a numeric code between 0
and 127, which corresponds to the characters in the basic 7-bit ASCII (ISO
646) character set.
The Unicode coding for the ASCII characters is numerically the same as the
ASCII code values. Within this character set, the letters 'A' to 'Z' are
represented by a contiguous group of ASCII codes with decimal values from
65 to 90. The lowercase letters are represented by another contiguous group
with ASCII code values that have decimal values from 97 to 122. So to
convert any capital letter to a lowercase letter, you just need to add 32 to
the character code.
We have four if statements altogether. The first if tests whether symbol is 'A'
or greater. If it is, it could be a capital letter, a small letter, or possibly
something else. But if it isn't, it is not a letter at all, so the else for this if
statement (towards the end of the program) produces a message to that
effect.
The nested if statement, which is executed if symbol is 'A' or greater, tests
whether it is 'Z' or less. If it is, then symbol definitely contains a capital
letter and the appropriate message is displayed. If it isn't then it may be a
small letter, so another if statement is nested within the else clause of the
first nested if, to test for this possibility.
The if statement in the else clause tests for symbol being greater than 'a'. If
it isn't, we know that symbol is not a letter and a message is displayed. If it
is, another if checks whether symbol is 'z' or less. If it is we have a small
letter, and if not we don't have a letter at all.
You will have to run the example a few times to get all the possible
messages to come up. They all will – eventually.

Character Escape Sequences
You must define Unicode characters by specifying hexadecimal
representation of the character codes in an escape sequence. An escape
sequence is simply an alternative means of specifying a character, often by
its code. A backslash indicates the start of an escape sequence, and you are
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able to create an escape sequence for a Unicode character by preceding the
four hexadecimal digits of the character by \u. Since the Unicode coding for
the letter X is 0x0058 (the low order byte is the same as the ASCII code),
you could also declare and define myCharacter with the statement:
char myCharacter = ‘\u0058’;
You can enter any Unicode character in this way, although it is not exactly
user-friendly for entering a lot of characters. You can get more information
on the full Unicode character set visiting http://www.unicode.org/. Since
we are using an ASCII text editor, we will want to enter characters directly
that are defined within ASCII.
As you have seen, we can write a character string (a String literal) enclosed
between double quotes. Because the backslash indicates the beginning of an
escape sequence in a character string, you must use an escape sequence to
specify a backslash character itself in text strings, \\. Since a single quote is
used to delimit characters, and we use a double quote to delimit a text
string, we also need escape sequences for these. You can define a single
quote with the escape sequence \', and a double quote with \".
For example, to produce the output:
"It's freezing in here", he said coldly.
you could write:
System.out.println(“\”It\’s freezing in here\”, he said coldly.”);
In fact, it's not strictly necessary to use an escape sequence to specify a
single quote within a string, but obviously it will be when you want to specify
it as a single character. Of course, it is always necessary to specify a double
quote within a string using an escape sequence otherwise it would be
interpreted as the end of the string. There are other escape characters you
can use to define control characters:
\b
Backspace
\f

Form feed

\n

New line

\r

Carriage return

\t

Tab
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Character Arithmetic
You can perform arithmetic on char variables. With myCharacter containing
the character 'X', the statement:
myCharacter += 1;

// Increment to next character

will result in the value of myCharacter being changed to 'Y'. This is because
the Unicode code for 'Y' is one more than the code for 'X'. You could use the
increment operator ++ to increase the code stored in myCharacter by just
writing:
++myCharacter;

// Increment to next character

You can use variables of type char in an arithmetic expression, and their
values will be converted to type int to carry out the calculation. It doesn't
necessarily make a whole lot of sense, but you could write,
char aChar = 0;
char bChar = '\u0025';
aChar = (char)(2*bChar + 8);
which will leave aChar holding the code for X – which is 0x0058.
Character Testing Using Standard Library Methods
While testing characters using logical operators is a useful way of
demonstrating how these operators work, in practice there is an easier way.
The standard Java packages provide a range of standard methods to do the
sort of testing for particular sets of characters such as letters or digits that
we have been doing with if statements. They are all available within the
class Character, which is automatically available in your programs. For
example, we could have written the if statement in our LetterCheck program
as shown in the following example.
Replace the code body of the LetterCheck class with the following code:
if(Character.isUpperCase(symbol)) {
System.out.println("You have the capital letter " + symbol);
} else {
if(Character.isLowerCase(symbol)) {
System.out.println("You have the small letter " + symbol);
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}

} else {
System.out.println("The code is not a letter");
}

How It Works
The isUpperCase() method returns true if the char value passed to it is
uppercase, and false if it is not. Similarly, the isLowerCase() method returns
true if the char value passed to it is lowercase.
The following table shows some of the other methods included in the class
Character. In each case the argument to be tested is of type char, and is
placed between the parentheses following the method name:
Method
isDigit()

Description
Returns the value true if the argument is a digit (0 to 9)
and false otherwise.

isLetter()

Returns the value true if the argument is a letter, and
false otherwise.

isLetterOrDigit()

Returns the value true if the argument is a letter or a
digit, and false otherwise.

isUpperCase()

Returns the value true if the argument is uppercase,
and false otherwise.

isLowerCase()

Returns the value true if the argument is lowercase,
and false otherwise.

toUpperCase()

Returns the uppercase form of the specified char value.

toLowerCase()

Returns the lowercase form of the specified char value.

toString()

Returns a String object representing the specified
character value that is, a one-character string.
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isWhitespace()

Returns the value true if the argument is whitespace,
which is any one of the characters:
space (' '),
tab ('\t'),
newline ('\n'),
carriage return ('\r'),
form feed ('\f')
The method returns false otherwise.

// Demonstrates some simple character graphics
public class HelloNow
{ public static void main (String[] args)
{

System.out.println(" *******************");
System.out.println("****************** *");
System.out.println("*

* *");

System.out.println("* Hello World
System.out.println("*

* *");

* *");

System.out.println("******************");
System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("

|-_-|/|");

System.out.println("______|-_-|/_______________");
}

}
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Chapter 6: Loop Control Statements.
A loop allows you to execute a statement or block of code repeatedly. The
need to repeat a block of code arises in almost every program. There are
three kinds of loop statements you can use, so let's look at these in general
terms first:
The for Loop:
for (initialization_expression; loop_condition; increment_expression){
// statements
}
The control of the for loop appears in parentheses after the keyword for. It
has three parts separated by semi-colons.
The first part, the initialization_expression, is executed before execution of
the loop starts. This is typically used to initialize a counter for the number of
loop iterations – for example i = 0. With a loop controlled by a counter, you
can count up or down using an integer or a floating point variable.
Below is an example:
public static void main(String[] args) {
byte value = 1;
for (int i=0; i<8 ; i++) {
value *= 2;
System.out.println("Value is now " + value);
}
}
Execution of the loop continues as long as the condition you have stated in
the second part, the loop_condition, is true. This expression is checked at
the beginning of each loop iteration, and when it is false, execution
continues with the statement following the loop block.
A simple example of what the loop_condition expression might be is i<8, so
the loop would continue in this case as long as the variable i has a value less
than 8.
The third part of the control information between the parentheses, the
increment_expression, is usually used to increment the loop counter. This is
executed at the end of each loop iteration. This could be i++, which would
increment the loop counter, i, by one.
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But, you may want to increment the loop counter in steps other than 1. For
instance, you might write i += 2 as the increment_expression to go in steps
of 2, or even something more complicated such as i = 2*i+1.
The while Loop
while (expression) {
// statements
}
This loop executes as long as the given logical expression between
parentheses is true. When expression is false, execution continues with the
statement following the loop block. The expression is tested at the beginning
of the loop, so if it is initially false, the loop statement block will not be
executed at all.
An example of a while loop condition might be, yesNo=='Y' || yesNo=='y'.
This expression would be true if the variable yesNo contained 'y' or 'Y', so
yesNo might hold a character entered from the keyboard in this instance.
Below is another example:
public class WhileLoop {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int limit = 20;
// Sum from 1 to this value
int sum = 0;
// Accumulate sum in this variable
int i = 1;
// Loop counter
// Loop from 1 to the value of limit, adding 1 each cycle
while(i <= limit) {
sum += i++;
// Add the current value of i to sum
}
System.out.println("sum = " + sum);
}
}
The do while Loop
do {
// statements
} while (expression);
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This loop is similar to the while loop, except that the expression controlling
the loop is tested at the end of the loop block. This means that the loop
block is executed at least once, even if the expression is always false. Below
is an example:
public class DoWhileLoop {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int limit = 20;
// Sum from 1 to this value
int sum = 0;
// Accumulate sum in this variable
int i = 1;
// Loop counter
// Loop from 1 to the value of limit, adding 1 each cycle
do {
sum += i;
// Add the current value of i to sum
i++;
} while(i <= limit);
System.out.println("sum = " + sum);
}
}

Nested Loops
You can nest loops of any kind one inside another to any depth. Let's look at
an example where we can use nested loops.
A factorial of an integer, n, is the product of all the integers from 1 to n. It is
written as n!. It may seem a little strange if you haven't come across it
before, but it can be a very useful value. For instance, n! is the number of
ways you can arrange n different things in sequence, so a deck of cards can
be arranged in 52! different sequences.
Let's try calculating some factorial values.
public class Factorial {
public static void main(String[] args) {
long limit = 20;
// to calculate factorial of integers up to a limit
long factorial = 1;
// factorial will be calculated in this variable
// Loop from 1 to the value of limit
for (int i = 1; i <= limit; i++) {
factorial = 1;
// Initialize factorial
for (int factor = 2; factor <= i; factor++) {
factorial *= factor;
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}
System.out.println(i + "!" + " is " + factorial);
}
}
}
The continue Statement
There are situations where you may want to skip all or part of a loop
iteration. Suppose we want to sum the values of the integers from 1 to some
limit, except that we don't want to include integers that are multiples of
three. We can do this using an if and a continue statement:
for(int i = 1; i <= limit; i++) {
if(i % 3 == 0) {
continue;
// Skip the rest of this iteration
}
sum += i;
// Add the current value of i to sum
}
The continue statement is executed in this example when i is an exact
multiple of 3, causing the rest of the current loop iteration to be skipped.
Program execution continues with the next iteration if there is one, and if
not, with the statement following the end of the loop block. The continue
statement can appear anywhere within a block of loop statements. You may
even have more than one continue in a loop.
The Labeled continue Statement
Where you have nested loops, there is a special form of the continue
statement that enables you to stop executing the inner loop – not just the
current iteration of the inner loop – and continue at the beginning of the
next iteration of the outer loop that immediately encloses the current loop.
This is called the labeled continue statement.
To use the labeled continue statement, you need to identify the loop
statement for the enclosing outer loop with a statement label. A statement
label is simply an identifier that is used to reference a particular statement.
When you need to reference a particular statement, you write the statement
label at the beginning of the statement in question, and separated from the
statement by a colon.
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Let's look at an example:
public class Factorial {
public static void main(String[] args) {
long limit = 20;
// to calculate factorial of integers up to this
value
long factorial = 1; // factorial will be calculated in this variable

}

// Loop from 1 to the value of limit
OuterLoop:
for(int i = 1; i <= limit; i++) {
factorial = 1;
// Initialize factorial
for(int j = 2; j <= i; j++) {
if(i > 10 && i % 2 == 1) {
continue OuterLoop;
// Transfer to the outer loop
}
factorial *= j;
}
System.out.println(i + "!" + " is " + factorial);
}

}
in which we add a labeled continue statement to omit the calculation of
factorials of odd numbers greater than 10. This is not the best way to do
this, but it does demonstrate how the labeled continue statement works.
Using the break Statement in a Loop
We have seen how to use the break statement in a switch block. Its effect is
to exit the switch block and continue execution with the first statement after
the switch. You can also use the break statement to break out from a loop
when you need. When break is executed within a loop, the loop ends
immediately and execution continues with the first statement following the
loop.
To demonstrate this we will write a program to find prime numbers. In case
you have forgotten, a prime number is an integer that is not exactly divisible
by any number less than itself, other than 1 of course.
public class Primes {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int nValues = 50;
// The maximum value to be checked
boolean isPrime = true;
// Is true if we find a prime
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// Check all values from 2 to nValues
for(int i = 2; i <= nValues; i++) {
isPrime=true;
// Assume the current i is prime
// Try dividing by all integers from 2 to i-1
for(int j = 2; j < i; j++) {
if(i % j == 0) {
// This is true if j divides exactly
isPrime = false; // If we got here, it was an exact division
break;
// so exit the loop
}
}
// We can get here through the break, or through completing the loop
if(isPrime)
// So is it prime?
System.out.println(i); // Yes, so output the value
}
}
}
}
The Labeled break Statement
Java also makes a labeled break statement available to you. This enables
you to jump immediately to the statement following the end of any enclosing
statement block or loop that is identified by the label in the labeled break
statement.
The labeled break enables you to break out to the statement following an
enclosing block or loop that has a label regardless of how many levels there
are. You might have several loops nested one within the other, and using the
labeled break you could exit from the innermost loop (or indeed any of
them) to the statement following the outermost loop. You just need to add a
label to the beginning of the relevant block or loop that you want to break
out of, and use that label in the break statement. Just to see it working we
can alter the previous example to use a labeled break statement:
public class FindPrimes {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int nPrimes = 50;
// The maximum number of primes
// required
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// Check all values from 2 to nValues
OuterLoop:
for(int i = 2; ; i++) {
// This loop runs forever
// Try dividing by all integers from 2 to i-1
for(int j = 2; j < i; j++) {
if(i % j == 0) {
// This is true if j divides exactly
continue OuterLoop;
// so exit the loop
}
}
// We only get here if we have a prime
System.out.println(i);
// so output the value
if(--nPrimes == 0) {
// Decrement the prime count
break OuterLoop;
// It is zero so we have them all
}
}
// break OuterLoop goes to here
}
}
The program works in exactly the same way as before. The labeled break
ends the loop operation beginning with the label OuterLoop, and so
effectively branches to the point indicated by the comment.
Of course, in this instance its effect is no different from that of an unlabeled
break. However, in general this would work wherever the labeled break
statement was within OuterLoop. For instance, it could be nested inside
another inner loop, and its effect would be just the same – control would be
transferred to the statement following the end of OuterLoop.
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Chapter 7: The Java Char and String Classes.
Character class static methods
Recall that the Character class is used mostly for static methods to test char
values. Here is the list again:
b = Character.isDigit(c)

true if c is digit character.

b = Character.isLetter(c)

true if c is letter character.

b = Character.isLetterOrDigit(c)

true if c is letter or digit.

b = Character.isLowerCase(c)

true if c is lowercase char.

b = Character.isUpperCase(c)

true if c is uppercase char.

b = Character.isWhitespace(c)

true if c is space, tab, ....

c = Character.toLowerCase(c)

Lowercase version of c.

c = Character.toUpperCase(c)

Uppercase version of c.

Below is a program that reads a character from the keyboard and displays it.
public class DemonstrateRead1 {
public static void main(String[] args)
{
char entry;
// Prompt for a keyboard input and read it
System.out.print("Enter a character: ");
entry = Keyboard.readChar();
// Display the keyboard character typed
System.out.println();
System.out.println("You typed " + entry);
}
}
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Strings and Concatenation
The + operator joins two strings together. If either operand is String, the
other is converted to String and concatenated with it. This is the most
common way to convert numbers to Strings. For example:
Statement

Result

"abc" + "def"

“abcdef”

“abc” + 4

“abc4”

“1” + 2

“12”

“xyz” + (2+2==4)

“xyztrue”

1 + “2.5”

“12.5”

If a non-String object is part of the concatenation, its string representation
is produced by calling its toString() method. When you write a class that
might have a sensible representation as a string, it's often useful for
debugging purposes to define a toString() method. If no such method is
defined, the default version from Object is used.
Here is an example of the standard way of getting text:
public class Echo3 {
public static void main (String[] args)
{
String message; // Creates a varible called message for input
System.out.print ("Enter the message : ");
message = Keyboard.readString();
System.out.print("You ");
System.out.println("entered : " + message);
} // method main
} // end of public class Echo

String methods
Below are some of the most common String methods that we will be using.
In all of these prototypes, i and j are int indexes into a string, s and t are
Strings, and c is a char.
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Length
i = s.length()
length of the string s.
Comparison (note: use these instead of == and !=)
i = s.compareTo(t)
compares to s. returns <0 if s<t, 0 if ==,
>0 if s>t
i = s.compareToIgnoreCase(t)
same as above, but upper and lower case
are same
b = s.equals(t)
true if the two strings have equal values
b = s.equalsIgnoreCase(t)
same as above ignoring case
b = s.startsWith(t)
true if s starts with t
b = s.startsWith(t, i)
true if t occurs starting at index i
b = s.endsWith(t)
true if s ends with t
Searching -- Note: All "indexOf" methods return -1 if the string/char is not
found
i = s.indexOf(t)
index of the first occurrence of String t in s.
i = s.indexOf(t, i)
index of String t at or after position i in s.
i = s.indexOf(c)
index of the first occurrence of char c in s.
i = s.indexOf(c, i)
index of char c at or after position i in s.
i = s.lastIndexOf(c)
index of last occurrence of c in s.
i = s.lastIndexOf(c, i)
index of last occurrence of c on or before i in
s.
i = s.lastIndexOf(t)
index of last occurrence of t in s.
i = s.lastIndexOf(t, i)
index of last occurrence of t on or before i in
s.
Getting parts
c = s.charAt(i)
char at position i in s.
s1 = s.substring(i)
substring from index i to the end of s.
s1 = s.substring(i, j)
substring from index i to BEFORE index j of
s.
Creating a new string from the original
s1 = s.toLowerCase()
new String with all chars lowercase
s1 = s.toUpperCase()
new String with all chars uppercase
s1 = s.trim()
new String with whitespace deleted from
front and back
s1 = s.replace(c1, c2)
new String with all c2s replaced by c1s.
Static Methods for Converting to String
s = String.valueOf(x)
Converts x to String, where x is any type
value (primitive or object).
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Here is another program to try:
public class StringInput
{public static void main(String[] args)
{
int i1=-1;
String entry, idno, restof;
System.out.print("Input a string of 10 UPPERCASE characters: ");
entry = Keyboard.readString();
System.out.println(entry);
idno = entry.substring(0,5);
restof = entry.substring(5);
System.out.println(idno+" "+restof);
for(int j=0; j<restof.length(); j++)
{
for(char i=65; i<90; i++)
{ if(restof.charAt(j)==i)
{ i1=j; break;
}
} if(i1>0)break;
}
System.out.println(i1+" "+restof.substring(i1));
}
}
Here is an algebraic expression parser that works with expressions
like 3x^3-2x^2+5x-9
public class EquaProg {
public static void main (String[] args)
{
int count = 0, terms;
boolean found1=false;
String func;
String lookfor;
System.out.print ("Enter the function : ");
func = Keyboard.readString();
System.out.println();
System.out.println("You entered : " + func);
System.out.println();
for(int i=0;i<=func.length()-1;i++)
{lookfor = func.substring(i,i+1);
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if(lookfor.equals("+")||lookfor.equals("-"))
{count++;
}
}
System.out.println("This function has "+(count+1)+" terms.");
System.out.println();
System.out.print("Coefficients are : ");
for(int i=0;i<=func.length()-1;i++)
{lookfor = func.substring(i,i+1);
if(lookfor.equals("x"))
{System.out.print(func.substring(i-1,i)+" ");
}
}
System.out.println();
System.out.println();
System.out.print("Exponents are : ");
for(int i=0;i<=func.length()-1;i++)
{lookfor = func.substring(i,i+1);
if(lookfor.equals("^"))
{System.out.print(func.substring(i+1,i+2)+" ");
}
if(func.substring(i,i+2).equals("x+")||func.substring(i,i+2).equals("x-"))
{found1=true;
}
if(found1) {System.out.print("1");break;}
}
System.out.println();
System.out.println();
terms = count+1;
count = 0;
System.out.println("The "+(terms)+" terms are:");
for(int i=0;i<=func.length()-1;i++)
{lookfor = func.substring(i,i+1);
if(lookfor.equals("+")||lookfor.equals("-"))
{ System.out.println();
count++;
}System.out.print(func.substring(i,i+1));
} System.out.println();
}
}
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Convert from type X to type Y
integer to String :
int i = 42;
String str = Integer.toString(i);
or
String str = "" + i
double to String :
String str = Double.toString(i);
long to String :
String str = Long.toString(l);
float to String :
String str = Float.toString(f);
String to integer :
str = "25";
int i = Integer.valueOf(str).intValue();
or
int i = Integer.parseInt(str);
String to double :
double d = Double.valueOf(str).doubleValue();
String to long :
long l = Long.valueOf(str).longValue();
or
long l = Long.parseLong(str);
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String to float :
float f = Float.valueOf(str).floatValue();
decimal to binary :
int i = 42;
String binstr = Integer.toBinaryString(i);
decimal to hexadecimal :
int i = 42;
String hexstr = Integer.toString(i, 16);
or
String hexstr = Integer.toHexString(i);
hexadecimal (String) to integer :
int i = Integer.valueOf("B8DA3", 16).intValue();
or
int i = Integer.parseInt("B8DA3", 16);
integer to boolean :
b = (i != 0);
boolean to integer :
i = (b)?1:0;
ASCII code to String :
int i = 64;
String aChar = new Character((char)i).toString();
integer to ASCII code (byte) :
char c = 'A';

int i = (int) c; // i will have the value 65 decimal
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To extract Ascii codes from a String :
String test = "ABCD";
for ( int i = 0; i < test.length(); ++i ) {
char c = test.charAt( i );
int i = (int) c;
System.out.println(i);
}
Here is an idea for a String Program:
public class How4{
public static void main(String[] args){
int x=0;
String greeting="Hello, how are you feeling today?";
String reply="I am feeling ";
String tofind="how are you";
String lookfor;
boolean found=false;
x=(int)(3.0*Math.random());
System.out.println(greeting);
System.out.println();
System.out.print(reply);
for(int i=0;i<greeting.length()-11;i++)
{ lookfor=greeting.substring(i,i+11);
if(lookfor.equals(tofind))
{found=true; break;}}
if((x==0)&&found)
{System.out.println("fine.");}
if((x==1)&&found)
{System.out.println("happy.");}
if((x==2)&&found)
{System.out.println("sad.");}
System.out.println();
}}
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Chapter 8: Using Arrays in Java.
With the basic built-in Java data types we have seen in the previous
chapters, each identifier corresponds to a single variable. But when you
want to handle sets of values of the same type – the first 1000 primes
for example – you really don't want to have to name them individually.
What you need is an array.
An array is a named set of variables of the same type. Each variable in
the array is called an array element. To reference a particular element in
an array you use the array name combined with an integer value of type int,
called an index. The first element has an index of zero.
You are not obliged to create the array itself when you declare the array
variable. The array variable is distinct from the array itself. You could
declare the integer array variable primes with the statement:
int[] primes;

// Declare an integer array variable

The variable primes is now a place holder for an integer array that you
have yet to define. No memory is allocated to hold the array itself at this
point. We will see in a moment that to create the array itself we must
specify its type and how many elements it is to contain.
The square brackets following the type in the previous statement indicates
that the variable is for referencing an array of int values, and not for storing
a single value of type int. And once you have declared an array variable, you
can define an array that it will reference:
primes = new int[10];

// Define an array of 10 integers

This statement creates an array that will store 10 values of type int, and
records a reference to the array in the variable primes.
The reference is simply where the array is in memory. You could also
declare the array variable and define the array of type int to hold 10 prime
numbers with a single statement.
int []primes = new int[10];

// An array of 10 integers

The first part of the definition specifies the type of the array. The type
name, int in this case, is followed by an empty pair of square brackets to
indicate you are declaring an array rather than a single variable of type int.
The part following the equal sign defines the array. The keyword new
indicates that you are allocating new memory for the array, and int[10]
specifies you want capacity for 10 variables of type int in the array.
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When an array is created like this, all the array elements are initialized
to a default value automatically. The initial value is zero in the case of an
array of numerical values, false for boolean arrays, '\u0000' for arrays
storing type char, and null for an array of a class type.
Before we go any further, let's clarify a bit of terminology we have been
using in this discussion. A declaration for an array just defines the
variable name. So the statement:
double[] myArray;
is a declaration for the array name, myArray. No memory has been allocated
to store the array itself and the number of elements has not been defined.
The statement:
double[] myArray = new double[100];
is a declaration of the array variable myArray and a definition of the array,
since the array size is specified. The variable myArray will refer to an array
of 100 values of type double and each element will have the value 0.0
assigned by default.
You refer to an element of an array by using the array name followed by
the element's index value enclosed between square brackets. You can
specify an index value by any expression that produces zero or a positive
result of type int.
The first element of the primes array that we declared previously is
referred to as primes[0], and you reference the fifth element in the array as
primes[4]. The maximum index value for an array is one less than the
number of elements in the array.
Java checks that the index values you use are valid. If you use an index
value that is less than 0, or greater than the index value for the last element
in the array, an exception will be thrown – throwing an exception is just the
way errors at execution time are signaled and there are different types of
exceptions for signaling various kinds of errors.
The exception in this case is called an IndexOutOfBoundsException.
When such an exception is thrown, your program will normally be
terminated.
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The array variable is separate from the array itself. Rather like the way an
ordinary variable can refer to different values at different times, you can use
an array variable to reference different arrays at different points in your
program.
Suppose you have declared and defined the variable primes as before:
int[] primes = new int[10];

// Allocate array of 10 integer elements

This produces an array of 10 elements of type int. Perhaps a bit later in your
program you want the array variable primes to refer to a larger array, with
50 elements say. You would simply write:
primes = new int[50]; // Allocate array of 50 integer elements
Now the variable primes refers to a new array of values of type int that is
entirely separate from the original. When this statement is executed, the
previous array of 10 elements is discarded, along with all the data values
you may have stored in it. The variable primes can now only be used to
reference elements of the new array.
The array variable primes now points to a new integer array of 50 elements,
with index values running from 0 to 49. Although you can change the array
that an array variable references, you can't alter the type of value that an
element stores.
All the arrays referenced by a given variable must correspond to the original
type specified when the array variable was declared. The variable primes, for
example, can only reference arrays of type int.
We have used an int array in the above examples, but everything applies
equally well to long or double or to any of the basic types.
Check-out this index finder:
public class IndexFinder {
public static void main(String[] args) {
int index = -100;
int a[] = {1, 3, 5, 7, 4, 5, 6, 9, 2, 0};
System.out.println(" Element Index");
for (int k=0; k < a.length; k++)
{ for (int j=0; j < a.length; j++)
{
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if (a[j] == k) index = j;
}
System.out.println("\t"+ k +"\t\t"+ index);
}
}
}

Initializing Arrays
You can initialize an array with your own values when you declare it, and at
the same time determine how many elements it will have. Following the
declaration of the array variable, simply add an equal sign followed by the
list of element values enclosed between braces.
For example, if you write:
int[] primes = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17}; // Array of 7 elements
the array is created with sufficient elements to store all of the initializing
values that appear between the braces, seven in this case.
The array size is determined by the number of initial values so no other
information is necessary to define the array. If you specify initializing values
for an array, you must include values for all the elements.
If you only want to set some of the array elements to values explicitly, you
should use an assignment statement for each element. For example:
int[] primes = new int[100];
primes[0] = 2;
primes[1] = 3;
The first statement declares and defines an integer array of 100 elements,
all of which will be initialized to zero. The two assignment statements then
set values for the first two array elements.
You can also initialize an array with an existing array. For example, you
could declare the following array variables:
long[] even = {2L, 4L, 6L, 8L, 10L};
long[] value = even;
where the array even is used to initialize the array value in its declaration.
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You have created two array variables, but you only have one array. Both
arrays refer to the same set of elements and you can access the elements of
the array through either variable name – for example, even[2] refers to the
same variable as value[2].
One use for this is when you want to switch the arrays referenced by two
variables. If you were sorting an array by repeatedly transferring elements
from one array to another, by flipping the array you were copying from with
the array you were copying to, you could use the same code.
For example, if we declared array variables as:
double[] inputArray = new double[100];
// Array to be sorted
double[] outputArray = new double[100];
// Reordered array
double[] temp;
// Temporary array reference
When we want to switch the array referenced by outputArray to be the
newinput array, we could write:
temp = inputArray;
// Save reference to inputArray in temp
inputArray = outputArray; // Set inputArray to refer to outputArray
outputArray = temp;
// Set outputArray to refer to what was inputArray
None of the array elements are moved here. Just the addresses of where the
arrays are located in memory are swapped, so this is a very fast process.
Of course, if you want to replicate an array, you have to define a new array
of the same size and type, and then copy each element of the array
individually to your new array.
Using Arrays
You can use array elements in expressions in exactly the same way as you
might use a single variable of the same data type. For example, if you
declare an array samples, you can fill it with random values between 0.0 and
100.0 with the following code:
double[] samples = new double[50];
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++)
samples[i] = 100.0*Math.random();

// Array of 50 double values
// Generate random values

To show that array elements can be used in exactly the same way as
ordinary variables, you could write:
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double result = (samples[10]*samples[0] –
Math.sqrt(samples[49]))/samples[29];
This is a totally arbitrary calculation of course. More sensibly, to compute the
average of the values stored in the samples array, you could write:
double average = 0.0;
// Variable to hold the average
for(int i = 0; i < 50; i++)
average += samples[i];
// Sum all the elements
average /= 50;
// Divide by the total number of elements
Within the loop we accumulate the sum of all the elements of the array
samples in the variable average. We then divide this sum by the number of
elements.
Notice how we use the length of the array, 50, all over the place. It appears
in the for loop, and in floating point form as a divisor to calculate the
average. When you use arrays you will often find that references to the
length of the array are strewn all through your code.
If you later want to change the program, to handle 100 elements for
instance, you need to be able to decide whether any particular value of 50 in
the code is actually the number of elements, and therefore should be
changed to 100, or if it is a value that just happens to be the same and
should be left alone.
Array Length
You can refer to the length of the array using length, a data member of the
array object. In our example, we can refer to its length as samples.length.
We could write the calculation of the average as:
double average = 0.0;
// Variable to hold the average
for(int i = 0; i < samples.length; i++)
average += samples[i];
// Sum all the elements
average /= samples.length;
// Divide by the number of elements
Now the code is independent of the number of array elements. If you change
the number of elements in the array, the code will automatically deal with
that.
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Let's try out an array in an improved program to calculate prime numbers.
This program computes as many prime numbers as the capacity of the array
allows.
public class MorePrimes {
public static void main(String[] args) {
long[] primes = new long[20];

// Array to store primes

primes[0] = 2;

// Seed the first prime

primes[1] = 3;

// and the second

int count = 2;

// Count of primes found – up to now,
// which is also the array index

long number = 5;

// Next integer to be tested

outer:
for( ; count < primes.length; number += 2) {
// The maximum divisor we need to try is square root of number
long limit = (long)Math.ceil(Math.sqrt((double)number));
// Divide by all the primes we have up to limit
for(int i = 1; i < count && primes[i] <= limit; i++) {
if(number%primes[i] == 0) {

// Is it an exact divisor?

continue outer;

// Yes, try the next number

}
}
primes[count++] = number;

// We got one!

}
for(int i=0; i < primes.length; i++)
System.out.println(primes[i]);

// Output all the primes

}
}
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Arrays of Arrays (Two Dimensional Arrays)
We have only worked with one-dimensional arrays up to now, that is, arrays
that use a single index. Why would you ever need the complications of using
more indexes to access the elements of an array?
Suppose that you have a project to do involving the weather, and you are
intent on recording the temperature each day at 10 separate locations
throughout the year 2011.
Once you have sorted out the logistics of actually collecting this information,
you can use an array of 10 elements corresponding to the number of
locations, where each of these elements is an array of 365 elements to store
the temperature values. You would declare this array with the statement:
float[][] temperature = new float[10][365];
This is called a two-dimensional array, since it has two dimensions – one
with index values running from 0 to 9, and the other with index values from
0 to 364. The first index will relate to a geographical location, and the
second index corresponds to the day of the year.
That's much handier than a one-dimensional array with 3650 elements.
There are 10 arrays, each having 365 elements. In referring to an element,
the first square brackets enclose the index for a particular array, and the
second pair of square brackets enclose the index value for an element within
that array.
So to refer to the temperature for day 100 for the sixth location, you would
use temperature[5][99]. Since each float variable occupies 4 bytes, the total
space required to store the elements in this two-dimensional array is
10x365x4 bytes, which is a total of 14,600 bytes.
For a fixed second index value in a two-dimensional array, varying the first
index direction is often referred to as accessing a column of the array.
Similarly, fixing the first index value and varying the second, you access a
row of the array.
You could just as well have used two statements to create the last array,
one to declare the array variable, and the other to define the array:
float [][] temperature;
// Declare the array variable
temperature = new float[10][365]; // Create the array
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The first statement declares the array variable temperature for twodimensional arrays of type float. The second statement creates the array
with ten elements, each of which is an array of 365 elements.
Let's exercise this two-dimensional array in a program to calculate the
average annual temperature for each location.
In the absence of real samples, we will generate the temperatures as
random values between -10o and 35o. This assumes we are recording
temperatures in degrees Celsius.
For Fahrenheit you could use 14o to 95o to cover the same range.

public class WeatherFan {
public static void main(String[] args) {
float[][] temperature = new float[10][365]; // Temperature array
// Generate random temperatures
for(int i = 0; i < temperature.length; i++) {
for(int j = 0; j < temperature[i].length; j++)
temperature[i][j] = (float)(45.0*Math.random() – 10.0);
}
}
// Calculate the average per location
for(int i = 0; i < temperature.length; i++) {
float average = 0.0f;

// Place to store the average

for(int j = 0; j < temperature[0].length; j++)
average += temperature[i][j];
// Output the average temperature for the current location
System.out.println("Average temperature at location "
+ (i+1) + " = " + average/(float)temperature[i].length);
}
}
}
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Additional Notes on Two-Dimensional Arrays
Any data-type can be used a base for an array. You can have an array of
ints, an array of Strings, an array of Objects, and so on. In particular, since
an array type is a first-class Java type, you can have an array of arrays.
For example, an array of ints has type int[]. This means that there is
automatically another type, int[][], which represents an "array of arrays of
ints".
Such an array is said to be a two-dimensional array. Of course once you
have the type int[][], and also the type int[][][], which, of course,
represents a three-dimensional array -- and so on.
There is no limit on the number of dimensions that an array type can have.
However, arrays of dimension three or higher are fairly uncommon, so we
concentrate here mainly on two-dimensional arrays.
The type BaseType[][] is usually read "two-dimensional array of BaseType"
or "BaseType array array".
The declaration statement "int[][] A;" declares a variable named A of type
int[][]. This variable can hold a reference to an object of type int[][].
The assignment statement "A = new int[3][4];" creates a new twodimensional array object and sets A to point to the newly created object. As
usual, the declaration and assignment could be combined in a single
declaration statement "int[][] A = new int[3][4];". The newly created object
is an array of arrays-of-ints.
The notation int[3][4] indicates that there are 3 arrays-of-ints in the array
A, and that there are 4 ints in each array-of-ints. However, trying to think in
such terms can get a bit confusing -- as you might have already noticed. So
it is customary to think of a two-dimensional array of items as a
rectangular grid or matrix of items.
The notation "new int[3][4]" can then be taken to describe a grid of ints
with3 rows and 4 columns.
For example, A[1][3] refers to item number 3 in row number 1. Keep in
mind, of course, that both rows and columns are numbered starting from
zero.
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More generally, A[i][j] refers to the grid position in row number i and column
number j. The 12 items in A are named as follows:
A[0][0]
A[1][0]
A[2][0]

A[0][1]
A[1][1]
A[2][1]

A[0][2]
A[1][2]
A[2][2]

A[0][3]
A[1][3]
A[2][3]

A[i][j] is actually a variable of type int. You can assign integer values to it or
use it in any other context where an integer variable is allowed.
It might be worth noting that A.length gives the number of rows of A. To get
the number of columns in A, you have to ask how many ints there are in a
row; this number would be given by A[0].length, or equivalently by
A[1].length or A[2].length.
There is actually no rule that says that all the rows of an array must have
the same length, and some advanced applications of arrays use varyingsized rows. But if you use the new operator to create an array in the manner
described above, you'll always get an array with equal-sized rows.
It's possible to fill a multi-dimensional array with specified items at the time
it is declared. Recall that when an ordinary one-dimensional array variable is
declared, it can be assigned an "array initializer," which is just a list of
values enclosed between braces, { }.
Array initializers can also be used when a multi-dimensional array is
declared. An initializer for a two-dimensional array consists of a list of onedimensional array initializers, one for each row in the two-dimensional array.
For example, the array A shown in the picture above could be created with:
int[][] A = { { 1, 0, 12, -1 },
{ 7, -3, 2, 5 },
{ -5, -2, 2, 9 }
};
If no initializer is provided for an array, then when the array is created it is
automatically filled with the appropriate value: zero for numbers, false for
boolean, and null for objects.
Just as in the case of one-dimensional arrays, two-dimensional arrays are
often processed using for statements. To process all the items in a twodimensional array, you have to use one for statement nested inside another.
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If the array A is declared as
int[][] A = new int[3][4];
then you could store a zero into each location in A with:
for (int row = 0; row < 3; row++) {
for (int column = 0; column < 4; column++) {
A[row][column] = 0;
}
}
The first time the outer for loop executes (with row = 0), the inner for loop
fills in the four values in the first row of A, namely A[0][0] = 0, A[0][1] = 0,
A[0][2] = 0, and A[0][3] = 0. The next execution of the outer for loop fills in
the second row of A. And the third and final execution of the outer loop fills
in the final row of A.
Similarly, you could add up all the items in A with:
int sum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
for (int j = 0; j < 4; i++)
sum = sum + A[i][j];
For a three-dimensional array, we would use triply-nested for loops.

//Program for matrix input and output. Test with 2 x 2.
public class matrixio {
public static void main(String[] args) {
double[][] A = new double[10][10];
int rows, cols;
System.out.print("Please enter the number of rows: ");
rows = Keyboard.readInt();
System.out.print("Please enter the number of columns: ");
cols = Keyboard.readInt();
for(int i = 0; i < rows; i++)
{for(int j = 0; j < cols; j++)
{ System.out.print("Please enter A["+i+","+j+"]: ");
A[i][j] = Keyboard.readInt();
}
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}
System.out.println();
System.out.println("The original matrix A was:");
for(int i = 0; i < rows; i++){
for(int j = 0; j < cols; j++){
System.out.printf("%6.1f",A[i][j]);
}
System.out.println();
}
}
}
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Chapter 9: Java Classes, Methods, and Objects.
Java utilizes the basic object technology found in C++. In a nutshell, the
Java language supports the idea of data packaging, or encapsulation,
through its mechanism. A Java class is an association between data
elements and/or functions, much like an extended struct in C (or a C++
class).
In fact, there are no structs in Java at all; the mechanism of grouping
together similar elements is achieved only by creating a class. The functional
members of a class are referred to as the class methods.
Just as a C struct may contain other structs within it, a Java class may be
built on top of another class--although only one at a time--and inherit that
class's behaviors as well.
Java has its own syntax for describing methods and classes. It supports
public class members, which are visible outside the class; protected
members, which are visible only within the class and its subclasses; and
private members, which are only visible within that particular class.
Java supports abstract (virtual) classes, in which some or all of the member
functions are declared, but not defined--they have no function body, so that
only subclasses which fully define those functions may be used.
If you have some experience with C++ programming, many of these
concepts will be familiar to you. However, there are several striking
differences between C++ and Java.
Much of the implicit behavior that C++ takes for granted is absent in Java.
For example, there are no default constructors: a Java program must
explicitly call the operator new to create a new instance of a class. Also,
arithmetic operators such as "+" or "= =" may not overload in Java.
There is no way for the programmer to extend the behavior of "+" beyond
what Java provides intrinsically. Another highly visible departure from C and
C++ is that there are no pointers (and also, no pointer arithmetic) in Java.
Here is an example of a class called Sphere:
class Sphere {
static final double PI = 3.14;
static int count = 0;
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double radius;
double xCenter, yCenter, zCenter;
Sphere(double theRadius, double x, double y, double z) {
radius = theRadius;
xCenter = x; yCenter = y; zCenter = z;
count++;
}
static int getCount() {
return count;
}
double volume() {
return 4.0 / 3.0 * PI * Math.pow(radius, 3);
}
}

Which is accessed by the program CreateSpheres:
public class CreateSpheres
{
public static void main (String[]args)
{
System.out.println("Number of Objects: " + Sphere.getCount());
Sphere ball = new Sphere(4.0,0.0,0.0,0.0);
System.out.println("Number of Objects: " + Sphere.getCount());
Sphere globe = new Sphere(12.0,1.0,1.0,1.0);
System.out.println("Number of Objects: " + Sphere.getCount());
//Volume
System.out.println("Ball volume: " + ball.volume());
System.out.println("Globe volume: " + globe.volume());
}
}
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Types of methods
There are two types of methods.
(1) Instance methods are associated with an object and use the instance
variables of that object. This is the default.
(2) Static methods use no instance variables of any object of the class they
are defined in.
If you define a method to be static, you will be given a rude message by the
compiler if you try to access any instance variables. You can access static
variables, but except for constants, this is unusual. Static methods typically
take all their data from parameters and compute something from those
parameters, with no reference to variables. This is typical of methods which
do some kind of generic calculation. A good example of this are the many
utility methods in the predefined Math class.
Below is the program that finds the maximum value of a function in an
interval.
public class MaxFinder {
public static double FindMaxValue(double a, double b) {
double y, large = -10000.0;
for (double j=a; j <= b + .00001; j = j + .01) {
y = (2.0 * Math.pow(j,4)) + 1.0 * Math.pow(j,3) - 3.0 * Math.pow(j,2);
if (y > large) large = y;
}
return large;
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
double x1, x2, maxvalue;
System.out.println("This program will find the maximum value of a function
in an interval.");
System.out.println("The function is 2x^4 + x^3 - 3x^2.");
System.out.println("The interval extends from x1 to x2, inclusive.");
System.out.print("Enter the value of x1: ");
x1 = Keyboard.readDouble();
System.out.print("Enter the value of x2: ");
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x2 = Keyboard.readDouble();
maxvalue = FindMaxValue(x1, x2);
System.out.println("Max value is " + Math.round(maxvalue*100.0)/100.0);
}
}

Qualifying a Static Call
From outside the defining class, an instance method is called by prefixing it
with an object, which is then passed as an implicit parameter to the instance
method, inputTF.setText("");
A static method is called by prefixing it with a class name, Math.max(i,j);.
Curiously, it can also be qualified with an object, which will be ignored, but
the class of the object will be used.
Here is a typical static method.
class MyUtils {
...
//Calculates the mean
public static double mean(int[] p) {
int sum = 0; // sum of all the elements
for (int i=0; i<p.length; i++) {
sum += p[i];
}
return ((double)sum) / p.length;
}//endmethod mean
...
}
The only data this method uses or changes is from parameters (or local
variables of course).
Why declare a method static
The above mean() method would work just as well if it wasn't declared
static, as long as it was called from within the same class. If called from
outside the class and it wasn't declared static, it would have to be qualified
(uselessly) with an object. Even when used within the class, there are good
reasons to define a method as static when it could be.
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(1) Documentation. Anyone seeing that a method is static will know how to
call it (see below). Similarly, any programmer looking at the code will know
that a static method can't interact with instance variables, which makes
reading and debugging easier.
(2) Efficiency. A compiler will usually produce slightly more efficient code
because no implicit object parameter has to be passed to the method.
Here is an example:
public class IndexFinder {
public static int find(int[] b, int num) {
for (int j=0; j < b.length; j++) {
if (b[j] == num) return j;
}
return -1;
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int index;
int a[] = {1, 3, 5, 7, 4, 5, 6, 9, 2, 0};
for (int k=0; k < a.length; k++) {
index = find(a, k);
System.out.println("For " + k + " index is " + index);
}
}
}

Calling static methods
There are two cases.
(1) Called from within the same class (just write the static method name).
// Called from inside the MyUtils class
double avgAtt = mean(attendance);
(2) Called from outside the class
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If a method (static or instance) is called from another class, something must
be given before the method name to specify the class where the method is
defined. For instance methods, this is the object that the method will access.
For static methods, the class name should be specified.
// Called from outside the MyUtils class.
double avgAtt = MyUtils.mean(attendance);
If an object is specified before it, the object value will be ignored and the
class of the object will be used.
Accessing static variables
Although a static method can't access instance variables, it can access static
variables. A common use of static variables is to define "constants".
Examples from the Java library are Math.PI or Color.RED. They are qualified
with the class name, so you know they are static. Any method, static or not,
can access static variables. Instance variables can be accessed only by
instance methods.
Methods are quite simple to call. The code below defines a class called Ship
which has a number of methods defined, including one called accelerate
which increases its speed, minus the drag factor.
public class Ship
{
/**
* Instance variable which holds the speed of the ship.
*
*/
public double speed;
/**
*
* Default constructor.
*/
public Ship(double s)
{
speed = s;
}
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public double getSpeed()
{
return speed;
}
public void setSpeed(double s)
{
speed = s;
}
public void accelerate(double s)
{
speed += 3.5*s - .19*(Math.pow(speed,2)); //Increase in speed minus
drag.
}
}
Now, below we have TestClass which contains the main method in which we
can create an instance of the Ship class. Once we have an instance we can
then call its methods to manipulate its data. We do this by calling using the
form: class/object.methodname().
The important thing to notice here is the use of the "." (dot) operator, which
is how instance variables and methods are accessed in Java. The code below
also illustrates how to call a method defined within a class:
import java.text.*;
public class TestClass {
static public void customFormat(String pattern, double value, String text2)
{

DecimalFormat myFormatter = new DecimalFormat(pattern);
String output = myFormatter.format(value);
System.out.println(output + text2);

}

public static void main(String[] args)
{

double initSpeed;
System.out.print("Enter the speed of the ship in knots: ");
initSpeed = Keyboard.readDouble();
Ship aShip = new Ship(initSpeed);
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System.out.println("\nThe speed of the ship is " + aShip.speed + "
knots.\n");
aShip.accelerate(aShip.speed); //The ship now has a new speed.
System.out.print("The ship has accelerated to ");
customFormat("###.##", aShip.speed, " knots.");
}
}
Alternate call
What's a little peculiar, and not recommended, is that an object of a class
may be used instead of the class name to access static methods. This is bad
because it creates the impression that some instance variables in the object
are used, but this isn't the case.
Objects in Java
Objects are key to understanding object-oriented technology. Look around
right now and you'll find many examples of real-world objects: your dog,
your calculator, your phone, your school, ...
Real-world objects share two important characteristics: They all have state
and behavior.
For example, dogs have state (name, color, breed, hungry) and
behavior(barking, fetching, wagging tail).
Phones also have state (make, model, data network) and behavior
(ringtone, signal strength, applications).
Identifying the state and behavior for real-world objects is a great way to
begin thinking in terms of object-oriented programming.
Can you now name the real-world objects that are in your immediate area?
For each object that you see, ask yourself two questions: "What possible
states can this object be in?" and "What possible behavior can this object
perform?".
Consider a desk lamp. It may have only two possible states (on and off) and
two possible behaviors (turn on, turn off), but your desktop radio might
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have additional states (on, off, current volume, current station) and behavior
(turn on, turn off, increase volume, decrease volume, seek, scan, and tune).
You may also notice that some objects, in turn, will also contain other
objects. These real-world observations all translate into the world of Java
object-oriented programming.
Software objects are conceptually similar to real-world objects: they too
consist of state and related behavior. An object stores its state in fields
(variables in some programming languages) and exposes its behavior
through methods (functions in some programming languages).
Methods operate on an object's internal state and serve as the primary
mechanism for object-to-object communication. Hiding internal state and
requiring all interaction to be performed through an object's methods is
known as data encapsulation — a fundamental principle of object-oriented
programming.
Benefits of Bundling Code
Bundling code into individual software objects provides us with a number of
benefits, including:
Modularity: The source code for an object can be written and maintained
independently of the source code for other objects. Once created, an object
can be easily passed around inside the system.
Information-hiding: By interacting only with an object's methods, the
details of its internal implementation remain hidden from the outside world.
Code re-use: If an object already exists (perhaps written by another
software developer), you can use that object in your program. This allows
specialists to implement/test/debug complex, task-specific objects, which
you can then trust to run in your own code.
Pluggability and debugging ease: If a particular object turns out to be
causing a problem, you can simply remove it from your application and plug
in a different object as its replacement. This is analogous to fixing
mechanical problems in the real world. If a bolt breaks, you replace it, not
the entire machine.
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Below is a code segment that creates a Car as an object.
class Car {
String Plate = "New York 543 A23";
double speed =115.0; // in kilometers per hour
double SpeedLimit = 100.0; // in kilometers per hour
double overlimit = speed-SpeedLimit;
}
And now the main program that accesses the Car.
public class CarTest {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Car c = new Car();
System.out.println(c.Plate + " moving " + c.speed + " km/hr in a
"+c.SpeedLimit+" km/hr zone.");
System.out.println("Vehicle is over the Speed Limit by "+c.overlimit + "
km/hr.");
}
}
We will use the above code examples as the basis of our work on Java
Objects. Then we will expand our knowledge of objects with the following:
// Constructs eight attributes of cars.
class Cars {
public String color, body, interior, NewFeatures;
public int doors, cylinders, yearStart, yearEnd, versions;
public Cars() {
color = "";
body = "";
interior = "";
doors = 0;
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cylinders = 0;
yearStart = 0;
yearEnd = 0;
versions = 0;
NewFeatures = "none";
}
}
And the main program that uses the Cars.
// Constructs five cars.
public class CarNation {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Cars VWBeetle = new Cars();
Cars KiaSoul = new Cars();
Cars KarmannGhia = new Cars();
Cars BMWM3 = new Cars();
Cars SoapBox09Series = new Cars();
}
}
The data to use with CarNation looks like this:
VW Beetle
Color: Beige
Body: Economy
Interior: 2-tone green
Doors: 4
Cylinders: 4
Production Start: 1965
End of Production: 2010
Versions: 3
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Chapter 10: Recursion in Java.
Here we will try to explain recursion as simply as possible, without getting
too theoretical and mathematical. We want to provide a practical explanation
that would be easy to understand. Defining recursion is easy – any routine
that calls itself is a recursive routine. You may be more familiar with the
term method or function, but we use routine since that encompasses both.
Although the definition of recursion is simple, using and understanding
recursion can be difficult.
Recursion is best used for problems where a large task can be broken down
into a repetitive “sub-task”. Because a recursive routine calls itself to
perform those sub-tasks, eventually the routine will come across a sub-task
that it can handle without calling itself. This is known as a base case and it is
needed to prevent the routine from calling itself over and over again without
stopping. So, one can say that the base case stops the recursion.
In the base case, the routine does not call itself. But, when a routine does
have to call itself in order to complete its sub-task, then that is known as the
recursive case. So, there are 2 types of cases when using a recursive
algorithm: base cases and recursive cases. This is very important to
remember when using recursion, and when you are trying to solve a
problem you should ask yourself: “What is my base case and what is my
recursive case?.”
Let’s start out with a simple example of recursion to best illustrate how it
works: the factorial is probably the most commonly used example. What is a
factorial? Well, any number written like this: “x!” is said to be “the factorial
of x”. A factorial of a number “x” is just the product of all integers between 1
and x. So, if x is equal to the number 5, then the factorial of x would be
5*4*3*2*1, which equals 120. We could also say that the factorial of is
equal to 5 multiplied by the factorial of 4, which would be 5 * 4!, or
5*4*3*2*1 .
So, the factorial of any number “x” could also be defined as:
x! = x * (x - 1)!
And, something else that is important to know is the fact that the factorial of
0 is equal to 1 as is the factorial of 1. That is, 0! = 1! = 1.
Note how we defined the factorial of a number as that number multiplied by
the factorial of the integer that is 1 less than the number (x * (x-1)! ). So,
what we have done is essentially break the problem down into a sub-task,
and in order to find the factorial of a number we just keep finding the
factorials of the integers below that number and multiplying. So, the
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factorial of 3 is equal to 3 multiplied by the factorial of 2 and the factorial of
2 is equal to 2 multiplied by the factorial of 1.
So, if we have a function called factorial that is meant to find the factorial of
a given number then our code for the recursive case would look something
like:
function factorial (x) {
return (x * factorial(x-1) ) ;
}
where x is the number whose factorial we want to find. And that is what
recursion is all about - finding repetitive patterns, and breaking a problem
down into repetitive sub-tasks.
But, there is still one issue – we seem to have found a recursive case, in
which the routine will call itself, but what about the base case? Remember
that we must have both a recursive case and a base case. The base case is
what will stop the routine from calling itself infinitely, and will stop the
recursion.
Think about this – what do you think would be a good base case for this
problem – when does it make sense to stop the recursion? Well, it turns out
that the base case would occur when the factorial function hits a value of 1 –
because at that point we know the factorial of 1 is 1, so we should stop right
there. And, it doesn’t make sense to allow the function to find the factorial of
numbers less than 1, since the factorial is defined for integers between x
and 1.
So, here’s what the Java code for our recursive Factorial method would look
like:
public int Factorial (int x)
{
if (x > 1)
{
//recursive case:
return Factorial(x-1) * x;
}
else /*base case*/
return 1;
}
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Call Stacks, Recursion, and Stack Frames
A call stack is a data structure used by the program to store information
about the active subroutines (like functions in C++ or methods in Java) in a
program. The main reason for having a call stack is so that the program can
keep track of where a subroutine should return control to once it finishes
executing.
For example, suppose we have a method “CreateBox” which calls another
method “CreateLine” in 4 different places. If the program has finished
executing the method CreateLine, then it needs to know where in the
CreateBox method it needs to return to. This is why the program uses a call
stack – so that it can keep track of these details.
A stack frame is a part of the call stack, and a new stack frame is created
every time a subroutine is called. So, in our recursive Factorial method
above, a new stack frame is created every time the method is called. The
stack frame is used to store all of the variables for one invocation of a
routine.
So, remember that a call stack is basically a stack of stack frames.
A diagram of how the stack frames work in recursion will really help to
clarify things – so let’s take a look at one. Let’s suppose that we try to find
the factorial of “3″ using the function that we created above (so “x” is equal
to 3), this is what the stack frames would look like:
start

Factorial (3) {
if (3>1) {
return Factorial (2) * 3;

end

Factorial (2) {
if (2>1) {
return Factorial (1) * 2;
Factorial (1) {
if (1>1) {
…
}
else return 1;
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You can see that the first stack frame is created with x equal to 3. And then
a call to Factorial (2) is made – so the first call to “Factorial (3)” does not
run to completion because another call (Factorial (2)) is made before the
very first call to Factorial can run to completion.
A stack frame is used to “hold” the “state” of the first call to Factorial – it will
store the local function variables (and their values) of the current invocation
of Factorial, and it will also store the return address of the method that
called it (since we are talking about the very first non-recursive invocation of
Factorial, whatever routine invoked Factorial in the first place is where
Factorial would return when it is completely done with everything).
Because the stack frame also stores the return address, the Factorial
function knows where to return to when it finishes running.
Finally, in the 3rd stack frame, we run into our base case, which means the
recursive calls are finished and then control is returned to the 2nd stack
frame, where Factorial (1) * 2 is calculated to be 2, and then control is
returned to the very first stack frame. Finally, our result of “6″ is returned.
Without a base case in recursion the stack overflows
What would happen if there were no base case in our example above? Well,
recursive calls will be made continuously, and each time a recursive call is
made a new stack frame is created. Every new stack frame created needs
more memory, which then means that there is less memory on the call
stack. The call stack has limited memory, which is usually determined at the
start of the program – and when that limited memory is exceeded then the
stack is said to overflow, which will usually result in the program crashing.
So, if we did not have a base case, then the stack would overflow.
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Chapter 11: File I/O Basics.
Since we are relatively new to programming file operations, there are a
couple of things that may not be apparent and can be a source of confusion
so let's clarify them before we go any further.
Let's consider the nature of a file. Once you have written data to a file, you
can regard it as just a linear sequence of bytes. The bytes in a file are
referenced by their offset from the beginning, so the first byte is byte 0, the
next byte is byte 1, the third byte is byte 2, and so on through to the end of
the file.
If there are n bytes in a file the last byte will be at offset n-1. There is no
specific information in the file about how the data originated or what it
represents unless you explicitly put it there. Even if there is, you need to
know that it's there and read and interpret the data accordingly.
For instance if you write a series of 25 binary values of type int to a file, it
will contain 100 bytes. There will be nothing in the file to indicate that the
data consists of four byte integers so there is nothing to prevent you from
reading the data back as 50 Unicode characters or 10 long values followed
by a string, or any other arbitrary collection of data items that corresponds
to 100 bytes.
Of course, the result is unlikely to be very meaningful unless you interpret
the data in the form in which it was written. This implies that to read data
from a file correctly, you need to have prior knowledge of the structure and
format of the data.
There are many ways in which the form of the data in the file may be
recorded or implied. For instance, one way that the format of the data in a
file can be communicated is to use an agreed file name extension for data of
a particular kind, such as .java or .gif or .wav. Each type of file has a
predefined structure so from the file extension you know how to interpret
the data in the file.
You can access an existing file to read from or write to it in two different
ways, described as sequential access or random access. The latter is
sometimes referred to as direct access.
Sequential access to a file is quite straightforward and works pretty much as
you would expect. Sequential read access involves reading bytes from the
file starting from the beginning with byte 0. Of course, if you are only
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interested in the file contents starting at byte 100, you can just read and
ignore the first 100 bytes.
Sequential write access involves writing bytes to the file either starting at
the beginning if you are replacing the existing data or at the end if you are
appending new data to the file.
The term random access is often misunderstood initially. Just like
sequential access, random access is just a way of accessing data in a file and
has nothing to do with how the data in the file is structured or how the
physical file was originally written.
You can access any file randomly for reading and/or writing. When you
access a file randomly, you can read one or more bytes from the file starting
at any point. For instance, you could read 20 bytes starting at the thirteenth
byte in the file (which will be the byte at offset 12 of course), then read 50
bytes starting at the 101st byte or any other point that you choose.
Similarly, you can update an existing file in random access mode by writing
data starting at any point in the file. In random access mode, the choice of
where to start reading or writing and how many bytes you read or write, is
entirely up to you.
You just need to know the offset for the byte where a read or write operation
should start. Of course, for these to be sensible and successful operations,
you have to have a clear idea of how the data in the file is structured.

File Input and Output
The new file I/O capabilities introduced in Java 1.4 provide the potential for
substantially improved performance at the cost of some slight increase in
complexity over the I/O facilities of previous releases.
There are three kinds of objects involved in reading and writing files using
the new I/O capability:
•

A file stream object that encapsulates the physical file that you are
working with. You use these for files to which you want to write. We
will also be using FileInputStream objects for files that we want to
read.
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•

One or more buffer objects in which you put the data to be written to
a file, or from which you get the data that has been read.

•

A channel object that provides the connection to the file and does
the reading or writing of the data using one or more buffer objects.

The process for writing and reading files is basically quite simple. To write to
a file, you load data into one or more buffers that you have created, and
then call a method for the channel object to write the data to the file that is
encapsulated by the file stream. To read from a file, you call a method for
the channel object to read data from the file into one or more buffers, and
then retrieve the data from the buffers.
There are four classes defined in the java.io package that we will be using
when we are working with files. As we have said, the FileInputStream and
FileOutputStream classes define objects that provide access to a file for
reading or writing respectively.
You use an object of type RandomAccessFile when you want to access a file
randomly, or when you want to use a single channel to both read from and
write to a file.
You will see from the SDK documentation for the FileInputStream,
FileOutputStream, and RandomAccessFile classes that they each provide
methods for I/O operations. However, we will ignore these, as we will be
using the services of a file channel to perform operations with objects of
these stream classes.
The only method from these classes that we will be using is the close()
method, that closes the file and any associated channel.

File Channels
These provide a faster capability for input and output operations with files,
network sockets, and piped I/O operations between programs than the
methods provided by the stream classes. We will only be discussing channels
in the context of files.
The channel mechanism can take advantage of buffering and other
capabilities of the underlying operating system and therefore is considerably
more efficient than using the operations provided directly within the file
stream classes.
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As we said earlier, a channel transfers data between a file and one or more
buffers. We will take a quick look at the overall relationship between the
various classes that define channels and buffers, and then look into the
details of how you use channels with file streams.
There are a considerable number of classes and interfaces defining both
channels and buffers. They also have similar names such as ByteBuffer and
ByteChannel. Of course, File and file stream objects are also involved in file
I/O operations so you will be using at least four different types of objects
working together when you read from or write to files.
Just to clarify what they all do, here's a summary of the essential role of
each of them in file operations:
•

A File object encapsulates a path to a file or a directory, and such an
object encapsulating a file path can be used to construct a file
stream object.

•

A FileInputStream object encapsulates a file that can be read by a
channel. A FileOutputstream object encapsulates a file that can be
written by a channel.

•

RandomAccessFile object can encapsulate a file that can be both read
and written by a channel.

•

A buffer just holds data in memory. You load into a buffer what is to
be written to a file using the buffer's put() methods.

•

You use a buffer's get() methods to retrieve data that has been read
from a file.

•

You obtain a FileChannel object from a file stream object or a
RandomAccessFile object.

•

A FileChannel object can read and write a file using read() and write()
methods with a buffer or buffers as the source or destination of data.

The channel interfaces and classes that we will be using are in the
java.nio.channels package. The classes that define buffers are defined in the
java.nio package. In a program that reads or writes files we will therefore
need import statements for class names from at least three packages, the
two packages we have just introduced plus the java.io package.
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File Buffers
All the classes that define buffers have the abstract class Buffer as a base.
The Buffer class therefore defines the fundamental characteristics common
to all buffers.
A particular buffer can store a sequence of elements of a given type, and an
element can be of any primitive data type other than boolean. Thus, you can
create buffers to store byte values, char values, short values, int values,
long values, float values, or double values.
We keep repeating except for type boolean every so often, so we had better
address that. The various types of buffers only provide for the numerical
data types and type boolean does not fit into this category.
Of course, you may actually want to record some boolean values in a file. In
this case, you have to devise an alternative representation. You could use
integer values 0 and 1, or perhaps strings "true" and "false", or even
characters 't' and 'f'.
You could even represent a boolean value as a single bit and pack eight of
them at a time into a single byte, but this is only likely to be worthwhile if
you have a lot of them. Which approach you choose will depend on what is
most convenient in the context in which you are using them.
While we have seven different classes defining buffers, a channel only uses
buffers of type ByteBuffer to read or write data. The other types of buffers
are called view buffers, because they are usually created as views of an
existing buffer of type ByteBuffer.
Each type of buffer stores elements of a specific kind – a ByteBuffer object
holds bytes, a LongBuffer object holds integers of type long, and so on for
the other buffer types.
The capacity of a buffer is the maximum number of elements it can contain,
not the number of bytes – unless, of course, it stores elements of type byte.
The capacity of a buffer is fixed when you create it and cannot be changed
subsequently. You can obtain the capacity for a buffer object as a value of
type int by calling the capacity() method that it inherits from the Buffer
class.
Of course, for a buffer that stores bytes, the capacity will be the maximum
number of bytes it can hold, but for a buffer of type DoubleBuffer for
instance that stores double values, the capacity will be the maximum
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number of double values you can put in it. Elements in a buffer are indexed
from zero so the index position for referencing elements in a buffer runs
from 0 to capacity-1.
A buffer also has a limit and a position, both of which affect read/write
operations executed by a channel using the buffer.
The position of a buffer is the index position of the next buffer element to be
read or written. This sounds a little strange, but keep in mind that a buffer
can be for file input or output. For example, with a buffer used for output,
the position identifies the next element to be written to the file. For a buffer
used for file input, the position identifies where the next element read from
the file will be stored.
The limit of a buffer is the index position of the first element that should not
be read or written. Thus, elements can be read or written starting with the
element at position, and up to and including the element at limit-1.
Thus if you want to fill all the elements in a buffer, the position must be at
zero since this is where the first data item will go, and the limit must be
equal to the capacity since the last data item has to be stored at the last
element in the buffer, which is capacity-1.
A buffer's position and limit are used for determining what elements are
involved in a read or write operation executed by a channel. How they affect
I/O operations is easier to understand if we take a specific example. Let's
first consider an operation that writes data from the buffer to a file.
When a file write operation is executed by a channel using a given buffer,
elements from the buffer will be written to the file starting at the index
specified by the position. Successive elements will be written to the file up
to, and including, the element at index position limit-1.
For a read operation, data that is read from the file is stored in a buffer
starting at the element index given by the buffer position. Elements will
continue to be read, assuming they are available from the file, up to the
index position limit-1.
Thus when you want to write all the data from a buffer, the limit will have to
be equal to the capacity. In this case the limit will be an index value that is
one beyond the index value for the last element in the buffer, so limit-1 will
refer to the last element.
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The position and limit are involved when you load data into a buffer or
retrieve data from it. The position specifies where the next element should
be inserted in a buffer or retrieved from it. As we shall see, you will usually
have the position automatically incremented to point to the next available
position when you insert or extract elements in a buffer.
The limit acts as a constraint to indicate where the data in a buffer ends, a
bit like an end-of-file marker. You cannot insert or extract elements beyond
the position specified by the limit.
Since a buffer's position is an index, it must be greater than or equal to
zero. You can also deduce that it must also be less than or equal to the limit.
Clearly, the limit cannot be greater than the capacity of a buffer. Otherwise,
we could be trying to write elements to positions beyond the end of the
buffer. However, as we have seen, it can be equal to it.
These relationships can be expressed as: 0 < position < limit < capacity.
File Buffer Methods
As a general rule, if your code attempts to do things directly or indirectly
that result in certain conventions being violated, an exception will be thrown.
When you create a new independent buffer, its capacity will be fixed at a
value that you specify. It will also have a position of zero and its limit will be
set to its capacity. When you create a view buffer from an existing
ByteBuffer, the contents of the view buffer starts at the current position for
the ByteBuffer. The capacity and limit for the view buffer will be set to the
limit for the original buffer, divided by the number of bytes in an element in
the view buffer. The limit and position for the view buffer will subsequently
be independent of the limit and position for the original buffer.
Of course, before you can use a channel to write the contents of a buffer to
a file, you need to load the buffer with the data. Methods for loading data
into a buffer are referred to as put methods. Similarly, when a channel has
read data from a file into a buffer, you are likely to want to retrieve the data
from the buffer. In this case you use the buffer's get methods.
There are two kinds of operations that transfer data elements to or from a
buffer. A relative put or get operation transfers one or more elements
starting at the buffer's current position. In this case the position is
automatically incremented by the number of elements transferred. In an
absolute put or get operation, you explicitly specify an index for the
position in the buffer where the data transfer is to begin. In this case the
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buffer's position will not be updated so it will remain at the index value it
was before the operation was executed.
The ByteBuffer class and all the view buffer classes have two put() methods
for transferring a single element of the buffer's type to the buffer. One is a
relative put() method that transfers an element to a given index position in
the buffer and the other is an absolute put method that places the element
at an index position that you specify as an argument.
They also have three relative put methods for bulk transfer of elements of
the given type. Each of these methods returns a reference to the buffer for
which they were called. If the buffer is read-only, any of these methods will
throw an exception of type ReadOnlyBufferException.
We will see how a buffer can be read-only when we discuss using View
Buffers in more detail. Each Buffer class that stores elements of a given
basic type – CharBuffer, DoubleBuffer, or whatever – will have put()
methods analogous to these, but with arguments of a type appropriate to
the type of element in the buffer.
The ByteBuffer class has some extra methods that enable you to transfer
binary data of other primitive types to the buffer. To start with, we will be
using the simplest write() method for a file channel that writes the data
contained in a single ByteBuffer object to a file.
The number of bytes written to the file is determined by the buffer's position
and limit when the write() method executes. Bytes will be written starting
with the byte at the buffer's current position. The number of bytes written is
limit-position, which is the number returned by the remaining() method for
the buffer object.
The write() method returns the number of bytes written as a value type int.
A write() method for a channel will only return when the write operation is
complete, but this does not guarantee that the data has actually been
written to the file.
Some of the data may still reside in the native I/O buffers. If the data you
are writing is critical and you want to minimize the risk of losing it in the
event of a system crash, you can force all outstanding output operations to a
file that were previously executed by the channel to be completed by calling
the force() method for the FileChannel object.
The force() method will throw a ClosedChannelException if the channel is
closed, or an IOException if some other I/O error occurs.
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Note that the force() method only guarantees that all data will be written for
a local storage device.
Only one write operation can be in progress for a given file channel at any
time. If you call write() while a write() operation initiated by another thread
is in progress, your call to the write() method will block until the write that is
in progress has been completed.
We will just write a series of useful statements to a file called statmnts.txt,
that we will create in the directory MyProjects on drive C:.
If you want to write to a different drive and/or directory, just change the
program accordingly. Here's the code:
import java.io.*;
import java.nio.*;
import java.nio.channels.FileChannel;
public class WriteProverbs {
public static void main(String[] args) {
String dirName = "c:/MyProjects"; // Directory for the output file
String fileName = "statmnts.txt";
// Name of the output file
String[] sayings = {
"I think therefore I am.",
"Only the mediocre are always at their best.",
"A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.",
"Be able to calculate what you talk about.",
"Come to class with the knowledge of the day before.",
"Who knows most says least.",
"Success is equal to preparation plus opportunity."
};
File aFile = new File(dirName, fileName);
FileOutputStream outputFile = null;
try {
outputFile = new FileOutputStream(aFile, true);
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace(System.err);
System.exit(1);
}
FileChannel outChannel = outputFile.getChannel();
// Create a buffer to accommodate the longest string + its length value
int maxLength = sayings[0].length();
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for (int i = 1; i < sayings.length; i++) {
if (maxLength < sayings[i].length())
maxLength = sayings[i].length ();
}
ByteBuffer buf = ByteBuffer.allocate(2 * maxLength + 4);

}

// Write the file
try {
for (int i = 0; i < sayings.length; i++) {
buf.putInt(sayings[i].length()).asCharBuffer().put(sayings[i]);
buf.position(buf.position() + 2 * sayings[i].length()).flip();
outChannel.write(buf); // Write the buffer to the file channel
buf.clear();
}
outputFile.close();
// Close the output stream & the channel
System.out.println("Statements written to file.");
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace(System.err);
System.exit(1);
}
System.exit(0);

}

When you execute this it should produce the rather terse output:
Statements written to file.
You can check the veracity of this assertion by inspecting the contents of the
file with a plain text editor. The program writes the strings from the array,
sayings, to the file.
We create a String array, sayings[], that contains statements that are
written to the stream in the for loop. We put the length of each proverb in
the buffer using the putInt() method for the ByteBuffer object. We then use
a view buffer of type CharBuffer to transfer the string to the buffer.
The contents of the view buffer will start at the current position for the byte
buffer. This corresponds to the byte immediately following the string length.
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Transferring the string into the view buffer only causes the view buffer's
position to be updated. The byte buffer's position is still pointing back at the
byte following the string length where the first character of the string was
written. We therefore have to increment the position for the byte buffer by
twice the number of characters in the string before flipping it to make it
ready to be written to the file.
The first time you run the program, the file doesn't exist, so it will be
created. You can then look at the contents. If you run the program again,
the same statements will be appended to the file, so there will be a second
set.
Alternatively, you could modify the sayings[] array to contain different
statements the second time around. Each time the program runs, the data
will be added at the end of the existing file.
After writing the contents of the byte buffer to the file, we call its clear()
method to reset the position to zero and the limit back to the capacity. This
makes it ready for transferring the data for the next statement on the next
iteration. Remember that it doesn't change the contents of the buffer
though.
Below is a program that reads the contents of one file and then writes it to
another file, while outputting the data.
import java.io.*;
public class FileAccess_out {
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
String r = "";
File inputFile = new File("bizdata.txt");
File outputFile = new File("bizdata2.txt");
FileReader in = new FileReader(inputFile);
FileWriter out = new FileWriter(outputFile);
int c;
while((c = in.read()) != -1) {
out.write(c);
r = r + (char)c;
if(((char)c==' '))
{System.out.println(r);
System.out.println();
r = "";}
}
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in.close();
out.close();
}
}
Random Access Files
Instances of this class support both reading and writing to a random access
file. A random access file behaves like a large array of bytes stored in the file
system. There is a kind of cursor, or index into the implied array, called the
file pointer; input operations read bytes starting at the file pointer and
advance the file pointer past the bytes read.
If the random access file is created in read/write mode, then output
operations are also available; output operations write bytes starting at the
file pointer and advance the file pointer past the bytes written.
Output operations that write past the current end of the implied array cause
the array to be extended. The file pointer can be read by the getFilePointer()
method and set by the seek() method.
Here are some of the random access file methods that you may need:
•

close() Closes the random access file and releases any system
resources associated with the file.

•

length() Returns the length of the file

•

readDouble() Reads a double from the file

•

readFloat() Reads a float from the file

•

readInt() Reads a signed 32-bit integer from the file

•

readLong() Reads a signed 64-bit integer from a file

•

seek ( long pos ) Sets the file pointer offset, measured from the
beginning of the file, at which the next read or write occurs

•

writeDouble(double v) Writes a double as an eight-byte quantity

•

writeFloat(float v) Writes a float as a four-byte quantity

•

writeInt(int v) Writes an int as four bytes
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•

writeLong (long v) Writes a long to the file as eight bytes

The following code shows how to use the RandomAccessFile class. The
random access file in this example is a binary file called accounts.
import java.io.*;
public class RandomFile
{
final static int LONG_SIZE = 8;
final static int DOUBLE_SIZE = 8;
final static int RECORD_SIZE = LONG_SIZE + DOUBLE_SIZE;
static RandomAccessFile file;
static long numAccounts = 0;
public static void updateHeader ( double newBalance ) throws IOException
{
file.seek ( 0 );
file.writeLong ( numAccounts );

}

double tmpBal;
if ( numAccounts == 0 )
tmpBal = newBalance;
else
{
tmpBal = file.readDouble ();
tmpBal += newBalance;
}
file.seek ( LONG_SIZE );
file.writeDouble ( tmpBal );

public static void writeHeader ( ) throws IOException
{
file.seek ( 0 );
System.out.println ( "The number of accounts = " + file.readLong() );
System.out.println ( "The total balance = " + file.readDouble() );
}
public static void createAccount ( double newBalance ) throws IOException
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{

numAccounts++;
file.seek ( numAccounts * RECORD_SIZE );
file.writeLong ( numAccounts );
file.writeDouble ( newBalance );
updateHeader ( newBalance );

}
public static int fileSize ( ) throws IOException
{
return ( int ) ( file.length() / RECORD_SIZE );
}
public static void scanFile () throws IOException
{
file.seek ( 0 );
long numRecords = file.readLong ();
double sumBalance = file.readDouble ();
long account;
double balance;
for (long i = 1; i <= numRecords; i++ )
{
account = file.readLong ();
balance = file.readDouble ();
System.out.println ("Account number: " + account + " " +
"Balance: " + balance );
}
}
public static void main ( String args[] ) throws IOException
{
// Create random access file and update header
file = new RandomAccessFile ("accounts", "rw");
double sumBalance = 0.0;
updateHeader ( sumBalance );
// Create account and update header
double newBalance = 1000.0;
createAccount ( newBalance );
// Create another account and update header
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newBalance = 2000.0;
createAccount ( newBalance );
// Create another account and update header
newBalance = 3000.0;
createAccount ( newBalance );
// Write out the size of the file
System.out.println ( "The number of records in the file is " + fileSize( ) );
// Write out the header of the file
writeHeader ();
// Scan the file
scanFile ();
}

}
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Chapter 12: Sorting and Searching in Java.
In computer science and mathematics, a sorting algorithm is an algorithm
that puts elements of a list in a certain order. The most-used orders are
numerical order and lexicographical order (aka dictionary or alphabetic
order).
Efficient sorting is important to optimizing the use of other algorithms (such
as search and merge algorithms) that require sorted lists to work correctly;
it is also often useful for canonicalizing data (reduced to the simplest and
most significant form possible without loss of generality) and for producing
human-readable output.
More formally, the output must satisfy two conditions:
(a) The output is in non-decreasing order (each element is no smaller
than the previous element according to the desired total order);
(b) The output is a permutation, or reordering, of the input.
Since the dawn of computing, the sorting problem has attracted a great deal
of research, perhaps due to the complexity of solving it efficiently despite its
simple, familiar statement.
For example, bubble sort was analyzed as early as 1956. Although many
consider it a solved problem, useful new sorting algorithms are still being
invented to this day (for example, library sort was first published in 2004).
Sorting algorithms are prevalent in introductory computer science classes,
where the abundance of algorithms for the problem provides an introduction
to a variety of core algorithm concepts, such as big O notation, divide-andconquer algorithms, data structures, randomized algorithms, best, worst and
average case analysis, time-space tradeoffs, and lower bounds.
Sorting algorithms used in computer science are often classified by:
(a) Computational complexity (worst, average, best behavior) of element
comparisons in terms of the size of the list (n). For typical sorting
algorithms good behavior is O(n log n), bad behavior is O(n²)., and
ideal behavior for a sort is O(n). Sort algorithms which only use an
abstract key comparison operation always need O(n log n)
comparisons in the worst case.
(b) Computational complexity of swaps (for "in place" algorithms).
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(c) Memory usage (and use of other computer resources). In particular,
some sorting algorithms are "in place", such that only O(1) or O(log
n) memory is needed beyond the items being sorted, while others
need to create auxiliary locations for data to be temporarily stored.
(d) Recursion. Some algorithms are either recursive or non-recursive,
while others may be both (e.g., merge sort).
(e) Stability: stable sorting algorithms maintain the relative order of
records with equal keys (i.e., values).
(f) Whether or not they are a comparison sort. A comparison sort
examines the data only by comparing two elements with a
comparison operator.
(g) General method: insertion, exchange, selection, merging, etc.
Exchange sorts include bubble sort and quicksort. Selection sorts
include shaker sort and heapsort.
In terms of Stability, Stable sorting algorithms maintain the relative order of
records with equal keys (i.e., sort key values). That is, a sorting algorithm is
stable if whenever there are two records R and S with the same key and
with R appearing before S in the original list, R will appear before S in the
sorted list.
When equal elements are indistinguishable, such as with integers, or more
generally, any data where the entire element is the key, stability is not an
issue.

Summaries of Popular Sorting Algorithms.
Bubble sort
Bubble sort is a straightforward and simplistic method of sorting data that is
used in computer science education. The algorithm starts at the beginning of
the data set. It compares the first two elements, and if the first is greater
than the second, it swaps them. It continues doing this for each pair of
adjacent elements to the end of the data set. It then starts again with the
first two elements, repeating until no swaps have occurred on the last pass.
While simple, this algorithm is highly inefficient and is rarely used except in
education. A slightly better variant, cocktail sort, works by inverting the
ordering criteria and the pass direction on alternating passes. Its average
case and worst case are both O(n²). See beta code segment below.
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/**
* Open Source Bubble Sort
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class bubble_sort_prog {
//This bubble sort makes a fixed number of passes (length of the array - 1).
//Each inner loop is one shorter than the previous one.
public static void bubbleSort1(int[] arr) {
int n = arr.length;
for (int i=1; i < n; i++) {
for (int j=0; j < n-i; j++) {
if (arr[j] > arr[j+1]) {
int temp = arr[j]; arr[j] = arr[j+1]; arr[j+1] = temp;
}
}
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int xArray[] = {10, 97, 6, 23, 0, -45, 697, -1000, 1, 0};
bubbleSort1(xArray);
System.out.println(xArray[0] + " " + xArray[9]); }
}
Selection sort
Selection sort is a sorting algorithm that improves on the performance of
bubble sort. It works by first finding the smallest element using a linear scan
and swapping it into the first position in the list, then finding the second
smallest element by scanning the remaining elements, and so on.
Selection sort is unique compared to almost any other algorithm in that its
running time is not affected by the prior ordering of the list: it performs the
same number of operations because of its simple structure. Selection sort
also requires only n swaps, and hence just O(n) memory writes, which is
optimal for any sorting algorithm.
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Thus it can be very attractive if writes are the most expensive operation, but
otherwise selection sort will usually be outperformed by insertion sort or the
more complicated algorithms. See code segment below.
/**
* Open Source Selection Sort
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class SelectSort {
//The basic idea is to look at each element in the array,
//and for each element look at all remaining elements to
//see if there is something smaller that should be in
//this position. If there is, exchange the two values.

}

public static void selectionSort1(int[] x) {
for (int i=0; i<x.length-1; i++) {
for (int j=i+1; j<x.length; j++) {
if (x[i] > x[j]) {
int temp = x[i]; x[i] = x[j]; x[j] = temp;
}
}
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int xArray[] = {10, 97, 6, 23, 0, -45, 697, -1000, 1, 0};
selectionSort1(xArray);
System.out.println(xArray[0] + " " + xArray[9]); }

Insertion sort
Insertion sort is a simple sorting algorithm that is relatively efficient for
small lists and mostly-sorted lists, and often is used as part of more
sophisticated algorithms. It works by taking elements from the list one by
one and inserting them in their correct position into a new sorted list. In
arrays, the new list and the remaining elements can share the array's space,
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but insertion is expensive, requiring shifting all following elements over by
one.
The insertion sort works just like its name suggests - it inserts each item
into its proper place in the final list. The simplest implementation of this
requires two list structures - the source list and the list into which sorted
items are inserted.
To save memory, most implementations use an in-place sort that works by
moving the current item past the already sorted items and repeatedly
swapping it with the preceding item until it is in place. Shell sort (see below)
is a variant of insertion sort that is more efficient for larger lists.
This method is much more efficient than the bubble sort, though it has more
constraints. See code segment below.
/**
* Open Source Insertion Sort
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class InsertSort {
// Sorts an array of integers using the insertion sort
// algorithm (moving each element to its proper place).
// More efficient than Bubble Sort.
public static void insertionSort1(int[] list) {
int n = list.length;
int x, loc, temp;
//Starts at second term, goes until the end of the array.
for(x = 1; x < n; x++) {
//If the two are out of order, we move the element to its place.
if(list[x] < list[x - 1]) {
temp = list[x];
loc = x;
//Keep moving down the array until we find exactly where element belongs.
do {
list[loc] = list[loc-1];
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loc--;
}
while (loc > 0 && list[loc-1] > temp);
list[loc] = temp;
}
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int xArray[] = {10, 97, 6, 23, 0, -45, 697, -1000, 1, 0};
insertionSort1(xArray);
System.out.println(xArray[0] + " " + xArray[9]); }
}

Shell sort
Shell sort was invented by Donald Shell in 1959. It improves upon bubble
sort and insertion sort by moving out of order elements more than one
position at a time. One implementation can be described as arranging the
data sequence in a two-dimensional array and then sorting the columns of
the array using insertion sort. Although this method is inefficient for large
data sets, it is one of the fastest algorithms for sorting small numbers of
elements (sets with less than 1000 or so elements).
The Big Oh time performance of a Shell sort is between O(n) and O(n2) but
closer to O(n2) in the worst case. Because there is no early exit, it is also
O(n(log n)2) in the best case. Another advantage of this algorithm is that it
requires relatively small amounts of memory. See code segment below.
/**
* Open Source Shell Sort
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class ShellSort {
//Shell sort is a generalized insertion sort, except that:
// 1.Insertion sort is efficient if the input is "almost sorted".
// 2.Insertion sort is inefficient, on average, because it moves
// values just one position at a time.
// Shell sort improves insertion sort by comparing elements
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// separated by a gap of several positions.
public static void shellSort1 (int[] a)
{ int n = a.length;
int incr = n / 2;
while (incr >= 1)
{ for (int i = incr; i < n; i++)
{ int temp = a[i];
int j = i;
while (j >= incr && temp < a[j - incr])
{ a[j] = a[j - incr];
j -= incr;
}
a[j] = temp;
}
incr /= 2;
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int xArray[] = {10, 97, 6, 23, 0, -45, 697, -1000, 1, 0};
shellSort1(xArray);
System.out.println(xArray[0] + " " + xArray[9]); }
}
Merge sort
Merge sort takes advantage of the ease of merging already sorted lists into a
new sorted list. It starts by comparing every two elements (i.e., 1 with 2,
then 3 with 4...) and swapping them if the first should come after the
second. It then merges each of the resulting lists of two into lists of four,
then merges those lists of four, and so on; until at last two lists are merged
into the final sorted list. Of the algorithms described here, this is the first
that scales well to very large lists, because its worst-case running time is
O(n log n). See code segment below.

/**
* Open Source Merge Sort
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
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public class MergeSort {
//
//
//
//
//

Merge Sort works as follows (John von Neumann in 1945):
1.Divide the unsorted list into two sublists of about
half the size.
2.Sort each of the two sublists.
3.Merge the two sorted sublists back into one sorted list.
public static void mergeSort1(int array[],int lo, int n){
int low = lo;
int high = n;
if (low >= high) {
return;
}
int middle = (low + high) / 2;
mergeSort1(array, low, middle);
mergeSort1(array, middle + 1, high);
int end_low = middle;
int start_high = middle + 1;
while ((lo <= end_low) && (start_high <= high)) {
if (array[low] < array[start_high]) {
low++;
} else {
int Temp = array[start_high];
for (int k = start_high- 1; k >= low; k--) {
array[k+1] = array[k];
}
array[low] = Temp;
low++;
end_low++;
start_high++;
}
}
}

public static void main(String[] args) {
int xArray[] = {10, 97, 6, 23, 0, -45, 697, -1000, 1, 0};
mergeSort1(xArray,0, xArray.length-1);
System.out.println(xArray[0] + " " + xArray[9]); }
}
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Quicksort
Quicksort is a divide and conquer algorithm which relies on a partition
operation: to partition an array, we choose an element, called a pivot, move
all smaller elements before the pivot, and move all greater elements after it.
This can be done efficiently in linear time and in-place. We then recursively
sort the lesser and greater sublists. Efficient implementations of quicksort
(with in-place partitioning) are typically unstable sorts and somewhat
complex, but are among the fastest sorting algorithms in practice.
Together with its modest O(log n) space usage, this makes quicksort one of
the most popular sorting algorithms, available in many standard libraries.
The most complex issue in quicksort is choosing a good pivot element;
consistently poor choices of pivots can result in drastically slower (O(n²))
performance, but if at each step we choose the median as the pivot then it
works in O(n log n). See code segment below:
public static void quicksort (int[] a, int lo, int hi)
{
// The best-case behavior of the quicksort algorithm occurs when in each
// recursion step the partitioning produces two parts of equal length.
// lo is the lower index, hi is the upper index
// of the region of array a that is to be sorted
int i=lo, j=hi, h;
int x=a[(lo+hi)/2];
// partition
do
{
while (a[i]<x) i++;
while (a[j]>x) j--;
if (i<=j)
{
h=a[i]; a[i]=a[j]; a[j]=h;
i++; j--;
}
} while (i<=j);
// recursion
if (lo<j) quicksort(a, lo, j);
if (i<hi) quicksort(a, i, hi);
}
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Memory Usage Patterns and Index Sorting.
When the size of the array to be sorted approaches or exceeds the available
primary memory, so that (much slower) disk or swap space must be
employed, the memory usage pattern of a sorting algorithm becomes
important, and an algorithm that might have been fairly efficient when the
array fit easily in RAM may become impractical.
In this scenario, the total number of comparisons becomes (relatively) less
important, and the number of times sections of memory must be copied or
swapped to and from the disk can dominate the performance characteristics
of an algorithm.
Thus, the number of passes and the localization of comparisons can be more
important than the raw number of comparisons, since comparisons of nearby
elements to one another happen at system bus speed (or, with caching,
even at CPU speed), which, compared to disk speed, is virtually
instantaneous.
For example, the recursive quicksort algorithm provides quite reasonable
performance with adequate RAM, but due to the recursive way that it copies
portions of the array it becomes much less practical when the array does not
fit in RAM, because it may cause a number of slow copy or move operations
to and from disk. In that scenario, another algorithm may be preferable
even if it requires more total comparisons.
One way to work around this problem, which works well when complex
records (such as in a relational database) are being sorted by a relatively
small key field, is to create an index into the array and then sort the index,
rather than the entire array. (A sorted version of the entire array can then
be produced with one pass, reading from the index, but often even that is
unnecessary, as having the sorted index is adequate.)
Because the index is much smaller than the entire array, it may fit easily in
memory where the entire array would not, eliminating the disk-swapping
problem. This procedure is sometimes called "tag sort".
Another technique for overcoming the memory-size problem is to combine
two algorithms in a way that takes advantages of the strength of each to
improve overall performance.
For instance, the array might be subdivided into chunks of a size that will fit
easily in RAM (say, a few thousand elements), the chunks sorted using an
efficient algorithm (such as quicksort or heapsort), and the results merged
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as per mergesort. This is less efficient than just doing mergesort in the first
place, but it needs less physical RAM (to be practical) than a full quicksort on
the whole array.
Techniques can also be combined. For sorting very large sets of data that
vastly exceed system memory, even the index may need to be sorted using
an algorithm or combination of algorithms designed to perform reasonably
with virtual memory, i.e., to reduce the amount of swapping required.

Searching Techniques
Sequential search
Although there are more efficient ways to search for data, a sequential
search (aka linear search) is a good choice to use when the amount of data
to be searched is small. You simply check each element of an array position
by position until you find the one that you are looking for.
In any search, the item upon which the search is based is called the key and
the field being searched is called the key field. The sequential search
algorithm is relatively easy to code.
Unfortunately the time performance of the sequential search algorithm is
O(n) in its worst case since the target key may be found in the "last"
position that is probed.
A boolean variable can be used to exit early from an indeterminate while
loop when the target key is found. Also, a boolean value can be returned
from a sequential search method to indicate whether or not the target key
was found or not. Or, the position within an array where the target is found
could be returned. An object variable can be passed to a search method and
assigned the target object if it is found. See code segment below.
// Search for the number 31 in a set of integers
// This search takes place in main.
// This search could also have been placed in a method.
public class SearchBooleanBreakDemo
{
public static void main(String[ ] args)
{
int[ ] numbers = { 12, 13, 2, 33, 23, 31, 22, 6, 87, 16 };
int key = 31;
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int i = 0;
boolean found = false;
// set the boolean value to false until the key is found
for ( i = 0; i < numbers.length; i++)
{
if (numbers[ i ] == key)
{
found = true;
break;
}
}
//When found is true, the index of the location of key will be printed.
if (found)
{
System.out.println("Found " + key + " at index " + i + ".");
}
else
{
System.out.println(key + "is not in this array.");
}
}
}

Binary search
If the data in an array is already sorted in order (alphabetically for example)
then a binary search is much more efficient and quicker than a sequential
search.
In the case of a binary search, you first examine the "middle" element. If
that element is "lower" (alphabetically, for example) than the element which
you are looking for, then you discard the lower half of the data and continue
to search the upper half. The process repeats itself when you then look at
the middle element of the remaining "upper half" of the data.
The binary search algorithm preconditions are:
(a) The data must be sorted.
(b) The number of elements in the list must be stored in a separate
variable.
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The programmer must be able to randomly access elements in the list by
relative position. Since the binary search is O(log n) in worst case, sorting
the data may be worth the price of above preconditions.
However, keeping a list in physical sorted order may be costly. If many
insertions and deletions need to be made to the list over time and if the
elements are large (objects rather than int's or double's) then a binary
search may not be worthwhile. See code segment below.
// the core idea of binary search is simple; you have a sorted array,
// the middle element which tells you what you're looking for is in the top
// or bottom half, then you take that half, rinse and repeat until done.
//
static public int binarysearch(int [] array, int target)
{
int high = array.length, low = -1, probe;
while (high - low > 1)
{
probe = (low + high) >>> 1;
//unsigned right shift (see example below)
if (array[probe] < target)
low = probe;
else
high = probe;
}
if (high == array.length || array[high] != target)
return -1;
else
return high;
}

Timing Your Computations
Many developers who work on high-volume transactional software (such as
real-time financial or accounting systems) are skeptical of using Java's
System.currentTimeMillis() method for capturing transaction times.
Sometimes you'll often hear the suggestion to avoid it due to fear that it will
introduce unwanted delay in transaction response time, especially in multithreaded applications. This is not the case. Although currentTimeMillis can
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have poor resolution, it generally has great performance. Below is a code
example of how to use it.
/**
* @(#)TimeComprcpbeta.java
* Open Source Timed Computation
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class TimeComprcpbeta {
/* This program performs some mathematical computations and displays
* the results. It then reports the number of seconds that the
* computer spent on this task.
*/
public static void main(String[] args) {
long startTime; // Starting time of program, in milliseconds.
long endTime; // Time when computations are done, in milliseconds.
double time, z, tot = 0.0; // Time difference, in seconds.
startTime = System.currentTimeMillis();
double width, height, hypotenuse, theta = 1.57;
width = 142.0;
height = 917.0;
hypotenuse = Math.sqrt( width*width + height*height );
System.out.print("A right triangle with sides 142 and 917 has
hypotenuse ");
System.out.println(hypotenuse);
System.out.println("\nMathematically, (sin(theta))^2 + "
+ "(cos(theta))^2 - 1 should be 0.");
System.out.println("Let's check this for theta = 1.57:");
System.out.print(" (sin(theta))^2 + (cos(theta))^2 - 1 is ");
System.out.println( Math.pow(Math.sin(theta),2) +
Math.pow(Math.cos(theta), 2) - 1 );
System.out.println("(There can be round-off errors when"
+ " computing with real numbers!)");
System.out.print("\nHere is a random number sum: ");
for(int i = 1; i<=32000; i++){
z = Math.random();
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tot = tot + z;}
System.out.println("Total was: " + tot);
endTime = System.currentTimeMillis();
time = (endTime - startTime) / 1000.0;
System.out.println("\nStart was: " + startTime);
System.out.println("End was: " + endTime);
System.out.print("\nRun time in seconds was: ");
System.out.println(time);
} // end main()
} // end class TimedComputation
Check-out the Permutations Program. Maybe you can modify.
/* @(#)ProgPermutationsrcpbeta.java
* Open Source Unscrambler
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*************************************************************
************/
public class Permutations {
public static void perm1(String s) {
perm2("", s); }
public static void perm2(String prefix, String s) {
int N = s.length();
if (N == 0) System.out.println(prefix);
else {
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
perm2(prefix + s.charAt(i), s.substring(0, i) + s.substring(i+1, N));
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
int N = 3;
String word = "BOX";
String elements = word.substring(0, N);
perm1(elements);
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System.out.println();
}
}
Check-out the Unscrambler Program. Maybe you can modify.
/**
* Open Source Unscramble Game
* Lnk2Lrn Code Lab
* @author Dr. Persin
* @version 1.00 2011/2/5
*/
public class Unscramble {
/**
* Creates a new instance of <code>Unscramble</code>.
*/
public static void PlayWordGame(String [] wordbank) {
//String [] wordbank2 = String [100];
System.out.println("Type-in a list of words in all caps for my word bank.");
System.out.print("How many words would you like to type-in? ");
int num = Keyboard.readInt();
for(int i = 1; i <= num; i++)
wordbank[i] = Keyboard.readString();
boolean notfound = true;
String newer, better;
better = "";
int pos;
System.out.print("Enter a word in all caps for me to unscramble: ");
String test = Keyboard.readString();
while(notfound){
for ( int t = 1; t <= 15000; ++t ) {
for ( int j = 1; j <= test.length(); ++j ) {
pos = (int)(Math.random()*test.length()*1.0);
newer = test.substring(pos,pos+1);
better = better+newer;
}
for ( int k = 0; k < wordbank.length; ++k )
{if(better.equals(wordbank[k]))
{System.out.println("\nFound it. The word is "+better+".");
notfound = false;
t = 15001;}
}
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better = "";
}
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
String [] wordbank1 = new String [100];
PlayWordGame(wordbank1);
}
}
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Chapter 13: Creating Graphics in Java.
Graphics in Java is made relatively easy by many standard library calls that
are not included in many languages. First and foremost, you should know
that in Java graphics programming, one of the most important instantiated
objects is the graphics context.
This object is an instance of the java.awt.Graphics class, and it refers to
an area of the screen such as a window. A graphics context provides
methods for all of the drawing operations on its area.
It also holds "contextual" information about such things as the drawing
area's clipping region, painting color, transfer mode, and text font.
Most often the graphics context is obtained from the Java window manager
as a result of a painting request. This context is passed to your component's
paint() or update() method. (Java also allows the user to obtain a graphics
context for an offscreen image, which enables you to do double buffering. It
is not necessary that you know what double buffering means, but you can
find out from most any book on graphics and programming.)
The coordinate system is laid out with (0, 0) at the top left corner of the
drawing area with the x's and y's increasing until they get to the applet's
width and height. The coordinates are measured in pixels, with x increasing
horizontal to the right and y increasing vertically down (not up!).
The paint(Graphics g) method includes an instance of the Graphics class as
an argument. The graphics context represents a drawing surface and all its
graphics settings such as the current foreground and background colors, the
fonts to be used for strings, etc. graphical user interface (GUI).
The class is referred to as the graphics context class since it provides the
context under which all graphics commands operate. The graphics context
does not need to represent a visible component but can be an off-screen
image as we will see later in the double buffering discussion.
Graphics Commands
Here are some of the drawing methods in the Graphics class.
drawLine(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2)
Draw a line between points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)
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drawArc(int x,int y,int width, int height,
int startAngle, int arcAngle)
setColor(Color c)
Set the current pen color, where c has several standard choices such as
Color.black, Color.blue, Color.red, etc.
fillRect(int x, int y, int width, int height)
Fills the specified rectangle with the current color.
Note that the coordinate system goes as follows:
•

Origin (0,0)- top left hand corner

•

x (in pixels) - increases towards the right

•

Maximum x = width - 1

•

y (in pixels) - increases towards the bottom

•

Maximum y = height -1

The width and height values come from the getSize() method, which
returns an instance of the Dimension class, and getWidth() and
getHeight() methods, which became available as of version 1.2.
So, for example in the instruction, drawRect(x,y,width,height) (x,y) are
the coordinates of the top left corner and the bottom right corner will be at
(x+width,y+height).
Similarly, drawOval(x,y,width,height) draws an oval bounded by the
rectangle specified by these arguments.
The Graphics class is the abstract base class for all graphics contexts that
allow an application to draw onto components that are realized on various
devices, as well as onto off-screen images.
A Graphics object encapsulates state information needed for the basic
rendering operations that Java supports. This state information includes the
following properties:
•

The Component object on which to draw.

•

A translation origin for rendering and clipping coordinates.

•

The current clip.
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•

The current color.

•

The current font.

•

The current logical pixel operation function (XOR or Paint).

•

The current XOR alternation color.

Coordinates are infinitely thin and lie between the pixels of the output
device. Operations which draw the outline of a figure operate by traversing
an infinitely thin path between pixels with a pixel-sized pen that hangs down
and to the right of the anchor point on the path.
Operations which fill a figure operate by filling the interior of that infinitely
thin path. Operations which render horizontal text render the ascending
portion of character glyphs entirely above the baseline coordinate.
The graphics pen hangs down and to the right from the path it traverses.
This has the following implications: If you draw a figure that covers a given
rectangle, that figure occupies one extra row of pixels on the right and
bottom edges as compared to filling a figure that is bounded by that same
rectangle.
If you draw a horizontal line along the same y coordinate as the baseline of
a line of text, that line is drawn entirely below the text, except for any
descenders.
All coordinates which appear as arguments to the methods of this Graphics
object are considered relative to the translation origin of this Graphics object
prior to the invocation of the method.
All rendering operations modify only pixels which lie within the area bounded
by both the current clip of the graphics context and the extents of the
component used to create the Graphics object.
All drawing or writing is done in the current color, using the current paint
mode, and in the current font.
Additional Graphics Commands
clearRect(int, int, int, int)
Clears the specified rectangle by filling it with the background color of the
current drawing surface.
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clipRect(int, int, int, int)
Intersects the current clip with the specified rectangle.
copyArea(int, int, int, int, int, int)
Copies an area of the component by a distance specified by the last two int
parameters.
create()
Creates a new Graphics object that is a copy of this Graphics object.
create(int, int, int, int)
Creates a new Graphics object based on this Graphics object, but with a new
translation and clip area.
dispose()
Disposes of this graphics context and releases any system resources that it
is using.
draw3DRect(int, int, int, int, boolean)
Draws a 3-D highlighted outline of the specified rectangle.
drawArc(int, int, int, int, int, int)
Draws the outline of a circular or elliptical arc covering the specified
rectangle.
drawBytes(byte[], int, int, int, int)
Draws the text given by the specified byte array, using this graphics
context's current font and color.
drawChars(char[], int, int, int, int)
Draws the text given by the specified character array, using this graphics
context's current font and color.
drawImage(Image, int, int, Color, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified image as is currently available.
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drawImage(Image, int, int, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified image as is currently available.
drawImage(Image, int, int, int, int, Color, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified image as has already been scaled to fit
inside the specified rectangle.
drawImage(Image, int, int, int, int, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified image as has already been scaled to fit
inside the specified rectangle.
drawImage(Image, int, int, int, int, int, int, int, int, Color, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified area of the specified image as is currently
available, scaling it on the fly to fit inside the specified area of the
destination drawable surface.
drawImage(Image, int, int, int, int, int, int, int, int, ImageObserver)
Draws as much of the specified area of the specified image as is currently
available, scaling it on the fly to fit inside the specified area of the
destination drawable surface.
drawLine(int, int, int, int)
Draws a line, using the current color, between the points (x1, y1) and (x2,
y2) in this graphics context's coordinate system.
drawOval(int, int, int, int)
Draws the outline of an oval.
drawPolygon(int[], int[], int)
Draws a closed polygon defined by arrays of x and y coordinates.
drawPolygon(Polygon)
Draws the outline of a polygon defined by the specified Polygon object.
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drawPolyline(int[], int[], int)
Draws a sequence of connected lines defined by arrays of x and y
coordinates.
drawRect(int, int, int, int)
Draws the outline of the specified rectangle.
drawRoundRect(int, int, int, int, int, int)
Draws an outlined round-cornered rectangle using this graphics context's
current color.
drawString(String, int, int)
Draws the text given by the specified string, using this graphics context's
current font and color.
fill3DRect(int, int, int, int, boolean)
Paints a 3-D highlighted rectangle filled with the current color.
fillArc(int, int, int, int, int, int)
Fills a circular or elliptical arc covering the specified rectangle.
fillOval(int, int, int, int)
Fills an oval bounded by the specified rectangle with the current color.
fillPolygon(int[], int[], int)
Fills a closed polygon defined by arrays of x and y coordinates.
fillPolygon(Polygon)
Fills the polygon defined by the specified Polygon object with the graphics
context's current color.
fillRect(int, int, int, int)
Fills the specified rectangle.
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fillRoundRect(int, int, int, int, int, int)
Fills the specified rounded corner rectangle with the current color.
finalize()
Disposes of this graphics context once it is no longer referenced.
getClip()
Gets the current clipping area.
getColor()
Gets this graphics context's current color.
getFont()
Gets the current font.
getFontMetrics()
Gets the font metrics of the current font.
getFontMetrics(Font)
Gets the font metrics for the specified font.
setClip(int, int, int, int)
Sets the current clip to the rectangle specified by the given coordinates.
setClip(Shape)
Sets the current clipping area to an arbitrary clip shape.
setColor(Color)
Sets this graphics context's current color to the specified color.
setFont(Font)
Sets this graphics context's font to the specified font.
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setPaintMode()
Sets the paint mode of this graphics context to overwrite the destination
with this graphics context's current color.
setXORMode(Color)
Sets the paint mode of this graphics context to alternate between this
graphics context's current color and the new specified color.
toString()
Returns a String object representing this Graphics object's value.
translate(int, int)
Translates the origin of the graphics context to the point (x, y) in the current
coordinate system.

The Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT).
The Abstract Window Toolkit allows you to build graphical user interfaces,
GUI's. Let’s begin by looking at some of the classes that allow you to create
different elements on a screen such as graphs, buttons, check boxes, lists
and others.
Creating a Window.
A basic window in Java is represented by an object of the class Window in
the package java.awt. Objects of the class Window are hardly ever used
directly since borders and a title bar are fairly basic prerequisites for a
typical application window, and this class provides neither. The library class
JFrame, defined in javax.swing, is a much more useful class for creating a
window, since as well as a title bar and a border, it provides a wealth of
other facilities.
The Component class is the grandmother of all component classes – it
defines the basic properties and methods shared by all components. We will
see later that all the Swing components have the Component class as a
base.
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The Container class adds the capability for a Component object to contain
other components, which is a frequent requirement. Since JFrame has
Container as a superclass, a JFrame object can contain other components.
Beyond the obvious need for a window to be able to contain the components
that represent the GUI, a menu bar should contain menus, for instance,
which in turn will contain menu items: a toolbar will obviously contain
toolbar buttons, and there are many other examples. For this reason the
Container class is also a base for all the classes that define Swing
components.
The Window class adds methods to the Container class that are specific to a
window, such as the ability to handle events arising from user interaction
with the window. The Frame class is the original class in java.awt that
provided a proper window, with a title bar and a border, with which
everyone is familiar.
The JFrame class adds functionality to the Frame class to support much
more sophisticated facilities for drawing and displaying other components.
You can deduce from the hierarchy in the diagram how a JFrame object can
easily end up with its 200+ methods as it has five superclasses from which it
inherits members. We aren't going to trawl through all these classes and
methods.
We'll just look into the ones we need in context as we go along, and then
see how they are applied for real. This will hopefully teach you the most
important methods in this class.
You can display an application window simply by creating an object of type
JFrame, calling a method for the object to set the size of the window, and
then calling a method to display the window. Here's the code:
import javax.swing.JFrame;
public class TryWindow {
// The window object
static JFrame aWindow = new JFrame("This is the Window Title");
public static void main(String[] args) {
int windowWidth = 400; // Window width in pixels
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int windowHeight = 150; // Window height in pixels
aWindow.setBounds(50, 100, // Set position
windowWidth, windowHeight); // and size
aWindow.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
aWindow.setVisible(true); // Display the window
}}
Try resizing the window by dragging a border or a corner with the mouse.
You can also try minimizing the window by clicking on the icons to the right
of the title bar. Everything should work OK so we are getting quite a lot for
so few lines of code. You can close the application by clicking on the close
icon.

Components and Containers
A component represents a graphical entity of one kind or another that can
be displayed on the screen. A component is any object of a class that is a
subclass of Component. As we have seen, a JFrame window is a component,
but there are many others. Before getting into specifics, let's first get a feel
for the general relationship between the groups of classes that represent
components.
All the classes derived from Container can contain other objects of any of the
classes derived from Component, and are referred to generically as
containers.
Since the Container class is a sub class of the Component class, every
container object is a Component too, so a container can contain other
containers. The exception is the Window class and its subclasses, as objects
of type Window (or of a subclass type) can't be contained in another
container. If you try to do this, an exception will be thrown. The JComponent
class is the base for all the Swing components used in a window as part of
the GUI, so, since this class is derived from Container, all of the Swing
components are also containers.
A container is any component with the Container class as a base; so all the
Swing components are containers. The Container class is the direct base
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class for the Window class and it provides the ability to contain other
components.
Since the Container class is an abstract class, you cannot create instances of
Container. Instead it is objects of the subclasses such as Window, JFrame, or
JDialog that inherit the ability to contain other components.

The Layout Manager
An object called a layout manager determines the way that components are
arranged in a container. All containers will have a default layout manager
but you can choose a different layout manager when necessary. There are
many layout manager classes provided in the java.awt and javax.swing
packages, so we will introduce those that you are most likely to need.
It is possible to create your own layout manager classes, but creating layout
managers is beyond the scope of this course. The layout manager for a
container determines the position and size of all the components in the
container: you should not change the size and position of such components
yourself. Just let the layout manager take care of it.
Since the classes that define layout managers all implement the
LayoutManager interface, you can use a variable of type LayoutManager to
store any of them if necessary. We will look at six layout manager classes in
a little more detail.
The flow layout manager places components in a row, and when the row is
full, it automatically spills components onto the next row. The default
positioning of the row of components is centered in the container. There are
actually three possible row-positioning options that you specify by constants
defined in the class. These are FlowLayout.LEFT, FlowLayout.RIGHT, and
FlowLayout.CENTER – this last option being the default.
The flow layout manager is very easy to use, so let's see it working in an
example.
import javax.swing.JFrame;
import javax.swing.JButton;
import java.awt.Toolkit;
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import java.awt.Dimension;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.FlowLayout;
public class TryFlowLayout {
// The window object
static JFrame aWindow = new JFrame("This is a Flow Layout");
public static void main(String[] args) {
Toolkit theKit = aWindow.getToolkit(); // Get the window toolkit
Dimension wndSize = theKit.getScreenSize(); // Get screen size
// Set the position to screen center & size to half screen size
aWindow.setBounds(wndSize.width/4, wndSize.height/4, // Position
wndSize.width/2, wndSize.height/2); // Size
aWindow.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
FlowLayout flow = new FlowLayout(); // Create a layout manager
Container content = aWindow.getContentPane(); // Get the content pane
content.setLayout(flow); // Set the container layout mgr
// Now add six button components
for(int i = 1; i <= 6; i++)
content.add(new JButton("Press " + i));// Add Button to content pane
aWindow.setVisible(true); // Display the window
}
The code is quite simple. We create a FlowLayout object and make this the
layout manager for aWindow by calling setLayout(). We then add six JButton
components of a default size to aWindow in the loop.
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The Button objects are positioned by the layout manager flow. As you can
see, they have been added to the first row in the window, and the row is
centered. You can confirm that the row is centered and see how the layout
manger automatically spills the components on to the next row once a row is
full by reducing the size of the window.
Here the second row is clearly centered. Each button component has been
set to its preferred size, which comfortably accommodates the text for the
label. The centering is determined by the alignment constraint for the layout
manager, which defaults to CENTER.
It can also be set to RIGHT or LEFT by using a different constructor. For
example, you could have created the layout manager with the statement:
FlowLayout flow = new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT);
The flow layout manager then left-aligns each row of components in the
container.
Now the buttons are left aligned. Two of the buttons have spilled from the
first row to the second because there is insufficient space across the width of
the window to accommodate them all.
The flow layout manager in the previous examples applies a default gap of 5
pixels between components in a row, and between one row and the next.
You can choose values for the horizontal and vertical gaps by using yet
another FlowLayout constructor. You can set the horizontal gap to 20 pixels
and the vertical gap to 30 pixels with the statement:
FlowLayout flow = new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT, 20, 30);
If you run the program with this definition of the layout manager, when you
resize the window you will see the components distributed with the spacing
specified.
You can also set the gaps between components and rows explicitly by calling
the setHgap() or the setVgap() method. To set the horizontal gap to 35
pixels, you would write:
flow.setHgap(35); // Set the horizontal gap
Don't be misled by this. You can't get differential spacing between
components by setting the gap before adding each component to a
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container. The last values for the gaps between components that you set for
a layout manager will apply to all the components in a container.
The methods getHgap() and getVgap() will return the current setting for the
horizontal or vertical gap as a value of type int.
The initial size at which the application window is displayed is determined by
the values we pass to the setBounds() method for the JFrame object.
If you want the window to assume a size that just accommodates the
components it contains, you can call the pack() method for the JFrame
object. Add the following line immediately before the call to setVisible():
aWindow.pack();
If you recompile and run the example again, the application window should
fit the components.

Mouse Events - Overview
The mouse listeners allow you to receive events to process:
•

Button clicks, presses, or releases by the left, middle, or right
buttons.

•

Moves and drags.

•

Which Modifier keys (shift, control, alt) were down when event
occurred.

•

Notification when the mouse enters or exits the component.

•

Scroll wheel movements.

Normally handled for you. The mouse is handled automatically by most
components, so you never have to know about it. For example, if someone
clicks on a button (JButton), the JButton translates that click into an
ActionEvent, which is a higher level event that can be caused by a number of
things. You don't need to know (and shouldn't care) whether the ActionEvent
was from a mouse click on the button, or from a keyboard shortcut, or
hitting enter while that button had focus.
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Sometimes used with graphics. If you are are drawing your own graphics
(eg, on a JComponent or JPanel) and need to know where the user clicks,
then you need to know about mouse events. You can easily add a mouse
listener to a JComponent or JPanel.

Important Classes and Interfaces
These classes and interfaces are defined in java.awt.event. The first three
are the most commonly used.
MouseEvent

A MouseEvent object is passed to all mouse
listeners.
Most useful in a MouseEvent is the x and y
coordinates of the mouse cursor.

MouseListener

Interface for mouse presses, releases, clicks,
enters, and exits.

MouseMotionListener Interface for mouse moves and drags.
MouseInputListener

Interface combination of MouseListener and
MouseMotionListener.

Adapter classes - You only have to override the methods you need.
MouseAdapter

Class useful for writing anonymous listener for
mouse button presses, entering, ...

MouseMotionAdapter

Class useful for writing anonymous listener for
mouse movement.

MouseListener
This type of mouse listener is for events which typically don't happen very
often -- a mouse button is pressed, released, or the mouse enters or leaves
the area of the component with a listener. Here are the actions that a
MouseListener catches.
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press

One of the mouse buttons is pressed.

release One of the mouse buttons is released.
click

A mouse button was pressed and released without moving the
mouse.
This is perhaps the most commonly used.

enter

Mouse cursor enters the component. Often used to change
cursor.

exit

Mouse cursor exits the component. Often used to restore cursor.

To listen for these events you will use addMouseListener.

MouseListener Interface
To implement a MouseListener interface, you must define the following
methods. You can copy these definitions into your program and only make a
meaningful body for those methods that are of interest.
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) {}
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) {}
public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e) {}
public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e) {}
public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e) {}
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